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E B P S E
O A D

A

is thesis explores ways to use ion implantation and nanosecond pulsed laser melt-

ing, both energetic beam techniques, to engineer defects in silicon. ese defects are

chosen to facilitate the use of silicon in optoelectronic applications for which its indirect

bandgap is not ideal. Chapter develops a kinetic model for the use of point defects as

luminescence centers for light-emi ingdiodes anddemonstrates an experimental proce-

dure capable of high-throughput screening of the electroluminescent properties of such

defects. Chapter discusses the dramatic change in optical absorption observed in sil-

icon highly supersaturated (i.e., hyperdoped) with the chalcogens sulfur, selenium, and

tellurium and reports the rst measurements of the optical absorption of such materi-

als for photon energies greater than the bandgap of silicon. Chapter examines the use

of silicon hyperdoped with chalcogens in light detectors and concludes that while these

devices display strong internal gain that is coupled to a particular type of surface defect,

hyperdoping with chalcogens does not lead directly to measurable sub-bandgap photo-

conductivity. Chapter considers the potential for silicon to serve as the active material

in an intermediate-band solar cell and reports experimental progress on two proposed

approaches for hyperdoping silicon for this application. e main results of this chapter

are the use of native-oxide etching to control the surface evaporation rate of sulfur from

silicon and the rst synthesis of monocrystalline silicon hyperdoped with gold.
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1
Introduction

S - ; the maximum energy point

of its valence band occurs at a different momentum from the minimum energy

point of its conduction band. An important consequence of this is that in order for an

electron to transition from the valence band maximum to the conduction band mini-

mum or vice versa, a phonon must be emi ed or absorbed. e fact that an extra par-

ticle, the phonon, is required for these transitions reduces their probability relative to

those, such as the equivalent excitation in direct bandgap semiconductors, that require



only an electron to occur.

Two technologically important applications for inter-band transitions are light emis-

sion via radiative recombination of conduction band electrons and valence band holes

and photocarrier generation via light absorption by valence band electrons that are op-

tically excited into the conduction band. Having an indirect bandgapmeans that silicon

is not an ideal material for either of these uses. Silicon light detectors and solar cells

must be roughly times thicker than their direct-gap counterparts to absorb the same

amount of light. Similarly, whereas gallium arsenide and other direct-gap semiconduc-

tors can be readily made into commercial-quality light emi ing diodes using inter-band

radiative recombination, bandgap luminescence in silicon is so weak as to be detectable

only by sensitive instruments.

Nevertheless, the numerous advantages of silicon it is low cost, earth abundant,

and non-toxic; it is the focus of the extensive and continuously improving infrastructure

of the microelectronics industry; and it is by far the most extensively studied and well-

understood semiconductor material make it worth considering even in applications

for which it would not otherwise be ideal. Indeed, despite its indirect bandgap, silicon

is the dominant semiconductor used by the solar photovoltaics industry. ere is thus

a tension in the study of materials for optoelectronic applications between discovering

and improving direct-gap materials and nding ways to coax the desired performance

out of silicon. Declarations that the days of silicon as the leading material in a particular

eld are numbered have been common for more than a decade [ – ]. Yet despite the

failure of these dire early predictions, it is not at all certain what the future will hold.

e fundamental motivation for this thesis is that the advantages of silicon are too

great to ignore even in optoelectronic applications for which its properties are not ideal.

With that as a premise, this thesis presents an explorationof howcarefully chosendefects



introduced in controlled quantities can be used to engineer the optoelectronic prop-

erties of silicon in order to overcome its limitations as an indirect-gap semiconductor

without sacri cing its other advantages. e key tools used for producing these defects

are energetic (i.e., ion and laser) beams, a choice made because of the ability of such

techniques to process large areas of material at high speed and relatively low cost while

creating far-from-equilibrium structures and compositions. is thesis is organized as

follows.

Chapter considers silicon as a light emi ing material. It presents a theoretical and

experimental exploration of the use of point defects as luminescence centers in silicon.

Section . describes a kinetic model of luminescence by neutral point defects in sili-

con, which yields design criteria for devices exploiting such luminescence. Section .

outlines a new experimental procedure for rapidly screening the electroluminescence of

potentially interesting point defects and, as a proof of concept, demonstrates this proce-

dure using the well-known W-line luminescent defect. It is hoped that this chapter will

lay the ground work for future high-throughput studies of point-defect luminescence in

silicon.

Chapter considers silicon as a light absorbing material. It begins a discussion, last-

ing for the remainder of this thesis, of single-crystal silicon doped to high supersatura-

tions (i.e., hyperdoped) with non-traditional dopants. Section . surveys the history

of silicon hyperdoped with the chalcogens sulfur, selenium, and tellurium, as a class of

materials capable of strongly absorbing photons with energies less than the bandgap of

silicon. It begins with the discovery of black silicon and proceeds to the initial produc-

tionof at,monocrystalline siliconhyperdopedwith sulfur by ion implantation followed

by nanosecond pulsed laser melting. Section . details the standard experimental pro-

cedure used by the Aziz group (and thus in this thesis) to produce single-crystal hy-



perdoped silicon. Section . reports the rst measurement of the optical properties of

silicon hyperdoped with sulfur, selenium, or tellurium for photon energies above the

band gap of silicon.

Chapter considers silicon as a light detecting material. Section . reports inter-

nal gain (multiple electrons collected per incident photon) and a somewhat extended

response spectrum in photodiodes made from silicon hyperdoped with sulfur and sele-

nium. Section . describes an experiment using photoinduced changes in microwave

re ectivity to probe whether the sub-bandgap absorption of silicon hypderdoped with

sulfur or selenium leads tophotocarrier generation. is experiment also yields anupper

bound on the carrier lifetime in these materials. Section . explores the mechanism by

which the photodiode performance discussed in Section . occurs and concludes that

surface structure is necessary for gain.

Chapter movesbeyond the simpledistinctionbetweendirect and indirect-gap semi-

conductors and considers silicon as a potential intermediate band photovoltaicmaterial.

Section . summarizes collaborators’ investigations into the band structure of silicon

hyperdoped with chalcogens. is section concludes by detailing two potential strate-

gies for turning silicon into a useful intermediate band material: co-doping silicon with

a chalcogen and an acceptor and hyperdoping silicon with a single element that induces

both a lled state and an empty state nearmid-gap. In pursuit of the rst strategy, Section

. demonstrates the use of native oxide etching to modulate the rate of surface evapo-

ration of sulfur during pulsed laser melting. is technique allows both the creation of

buried hyperdoped layers and ne control of the concentration depth and lateral pro-

les of sulfur in silicon. Section . reports the rst major experimental step toward

the second strategy: an a empt to create single-crystal silicon hyperdoped with each

of nine different transition metals. Although this study found that hyperdoping silicon



with transition metals is substantially more challenging than working with traditional

dopants or chalcogens, this section concludes with the fabrication of monocrystalline

silicon containing gold, a particularly promising element for the creation of an interme-

diate band in silicon, at a concentration of /cm .



2
Point-defect luminescence: a potential route to

room-temperature silicon light emi ing diodes

B , bulk silicon cannot be used as the active ma-

terial of efficient, room-temperature light emi ing diodes (LEDs) or lasers. De-

spite this, the potential cost and scale bene ts to developing an all-silicon light source

makes the search for such a device an active area of research [ ]. An efficient silicon

LEDwould nd immediate application in optical computing, telecommunications, and

medical devices. An efficient silicon laser could revolutionize any or all of those elds.



One approach to producing such a device is to use point defects as light emission

centers [ – ]. Recently, light emi ing diodes (LEDs) have been produced using two

different zero-phonon emission lines originating at point defects: theW line at . eV

and theG line at meV. eG line arises from the presence of carbon in silicon [ , ],

the W line from a small self-interstitial complex [ , ].

Point-defect luminescence devices are not yet practical because a point defect capable

of efficient room temperature light emission has not been identi ed. In the case of the

W and G line defects, the intensity of emi ed light decreases to a small fraction of its

maximum value as the temperature is raised from to K and is undetectable at room

temperature [ , , ]. is chapter describes thedevelopmentof an approach, combining

experiment and theory, that could lead to a device that overcomes this challenge.

. A - -

In order to search effectively for a point defect suitable for room temperature device op-

eration, one must rst establish a set of physically motivated criteria that such a defect

should satisfy. Successfully de ning such criteria requires a detailed model of point-

defect luminescence. Previous to this work, the leading phenomenological model of

the temperature dependence of point-defect luminescence in silicon was developed by

Davies et al. to describe G line photoluminescence [ ]. is model is not based on

speci c physical mechanisms; it relies on two unknown energies: an unspeci ed trap

level and an energy barrier for a general non-radiative process [ ]. While this model

was able to t experimental observations, it does not provide a rich enough picture of

point-defect luminescence to allow for the comparisonof candidate defects. is section

builds on the work of Davies et al. by describing observations of G and W line lumines-

cence using familiar concepts from semiconductor physics. Employing this approach is



an initial step toward addressing questions of defect selection and materials design for

point-defect luminescence in silicon.

Previous experiments have suggested that G line luminescence is due to a two energy

level system whose upper level is slightly below the conduction band [ ]. ese levels

likely arise from bound exciton formation at the neutral carbon complex responsible for

theG line. Because the data are qualitatively similar, we hypothesize that the same is true

of the neutral self-interstitial complex responsible for the W line. A neutral point defect

capable of binding excitons can be in one of three states¹: it can have no carriers bound

to it, one bound carrier (in which case it is charged), or two bound carriers of opposite

sign (a bound exciton). ese will be referred to as states , , and respectively. It must

be true that

nD = n + n + n ( . )

where nD is the total concentration of defects and n , n , and n are the concentrations

of defects in states , , and . e defect is capable of transitioning between any pair of

these states. It is thus possible to de ne transition rates between the three states per unit

volume such asR for the transition from state to state (e.g., by radiative recombina-

tion). e intensity of luminescence will be proportional to n and thus the goal of this

model is to determine n as a function of temperature. Under steady state conditions n

, n , and n must be constant. For n this implies that R + R = R + R . Similar

consideration of n and n yields a total of two independent equations.

Table . lists all the physical processes that can occur in this system and ties each

of them to one of the transition rates. Several processes are ignored based on the fol-

lowing assumptions. ) e concentration of free excitons is negligible compared to the

¹ is assumes that the defect binds carriers in a de nite order, e.g. a hole and then an electron.
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concentration of free carriers. is is reasonable because the purpose of the model is to

describe an electrically or optically pumped device. ) e rate of recombination of a

bound carrier with a free carrier is small relative to the rates of capture and emission of

free carriers. is assumption re ects the notion that a localized state and a delocalized

state have a small interaction probability. Finally, ) pair generation processes localized

at a defect can be ignored. In the case of electrical pumping this is a modest assumption

because the only carrier generation is thermal and so all pair generation events can be

neglected relative to the electrical pumping. For optical pumping, this assumption is

essentially equivalent to stating that the rate at which pump photons generate carriers

at the luminescent defects is small relative to the rate at which the defects capture free

carriers.

Assumption ) means that it is not necessary to track the number of free excitons.

Similarly, if the concentration of defects is small relative to the concentrations of free

electrons and free holes, applying charge neutrality² allows for free carriers to be re-

moved from the bookkeeping according to

nfreee− ≈ nfreeh+ ≡ nc ( . )

which is independent of temperature and of the concentrations of other species and is

controlled independently by the experimenter using the pump intensity. Consequently,

n , n , and n are the only temperature-dependent concentrations in this model. Under

these assumptions and assuming linear kinetics, Table . translates into the following

equations:

R = n ncc ; R = n ncc ; R ≈ ;

R = n e ; R = n e ; R = n e
( . )

² is is consistent with electrically or optically pumped luminescence and an undoped active region.



where the cij’s and eij’s are capture and emission coefficients respectively. Detailed bal-

ance (see, e.g., Reference ) eliminates the emission coefficients according to

e = c n∗n∗c /n
∗ = c K ( . )

and

e = c n∗n∗c /n
∗ = c K , ( . )

where * denotes an equilibrium value and the Kij’s are calculable equilibrium constants

for their respective processes. Making these substitutions and solving the steady-state

problem for n yields

n =
βnDnC

β(K K + K nC + nC) + α(K + nC) + αβnC
( . )

in which α≡ e /c and β ≡ c /c are ing parameters with units of concentration

and no units respectively. Assuming that the defect always binds a hole from the valence

band (set to E = ) and then an electron from the conduction band³, Equation .

becomes
n =

βnDnc
β(NV

gh
NC
ge
e(Ee−Eh−Eg)/kBT + nc NC

ge
e(Ee−Eg)/kBT + nc) + α(NV

gh
e−Eh/kBT + nc) + αβnc

( . )

where NC and NV are the conduction and valence band effective densities of states (∝

T ), gh and ge are the hole and electron degeneracy factors, Eg is the bandgap, and Eh

and Eg − Ee are the hole and electron binding energies such that Ee − Eh is the energy

of the emi ed photons.

³To consider the opposite case, interchange NC
ge
e(Ee−Eg)/kBT and NV

gh
e−Eh/kBT in Eq. . .



Figure . : Main gure: Plot of a least-squares t of the model to the W line electro-
luminescence data in Reference for three assumed carrier concentrations: , ,
and /cm . e temperature dependences of the ing parameters and bandgap
were ignored. Inset: Plot of a least-squares t of the model to the G line photolumines-
cence data in Reference for an assumed carrier concentration of /cm . Data for
temperatures below K were disregarded because they re ect an additional trap level
not described in this model (see Reference ).



nc (cm− ) G line Ee (eV) W line Ee (eV)

. .
N/A .
N/A .

Table . : Trap energy calculated from a least squares t of the model to the data in
References and assuming the stated values for nc.

Dividing Equation . by nD provides a functional form for the temperature depen-

dence that can be compared with and t to photo- and electroluminescence intensity

data. e main portion of Figure . shows three least-squares ts (for three different

carrier concentrations) of this model to the data of Bao et al. for the temperature depen-

dence of electroluminescence intensity from a W line light emi ing diode (LED) [ ].

e inset shows a least squares t to the data of Davies et al. for the temperature de-

pendence of G line photoluminescence intensity for an assumed carrier concentration

of /cm [ ]. is data series is truncated below K to exclude points in uenced

by a trap state not contained in this model. Both sets of data have been normalized to

a maximum of unity. All ts ignore the temperature dependences of α, β, nc and the

bandgap of silicon. α, β, and nc and are considered constants to prevent a proliferation

of ing parameters. e bandgap is set to its low-temperature value of . eV: includ-

ing its temperature dependence would represent false precision because the (unknown)

temperature dependence of the defect levels is neglected. Ee − Eh is taken to be . eV

for theW line and . eV for the G line. Finally, the silicon samples in both references

are assumed to be undoped. is is accurate for Reference but the active region of the

W line LED in Reference was lightly p-doped to a resistivity of Ω-cm [ , ]. is

resistivity corresponds to a boron concentration of roughly × /cm , which is on

the order of the smallest carrier concentration assumed in ing the W line data [ ].



emodel presented above provides an accurate t to theG line data fromReference

and a reasonable t to the W line data in Reference . In the la er case higher carrier

concentrations produce a be er t at low temperatures and lower carrier concentrations

produce a be er t at high temperatures. is could be a consequence of one or more

of the temperature dependences ignored in this calculation. e results of ing were

highly insensitive to variations of several orders of magnitude in the values of α and β .

Table . reports the values of Ee computed by the least-squares ts. For both defects it

is evident that one carrier, assumed by Equation . to be an electron, is bound much

more loosely than the other. e result for the G line is in quantitative agreement with

Reference , which ts a model of a defect binding a single carrier to the same data.

Given the model’s reasonable t to the data, it is possible to use the model to con-

sider whether devices relying on defect-mediated luminescence in silicon will ever op-

erate at room temperature. Equation . implies that that the dominant in uence on the

temperature dependence is the smaller of the carrier binding energies Eg − Ee and Eh.

Whereas it would be difficult to manipulate the binding energy for a given defect, the

model provides grounds for optimism if we can use a defect with trap states at least

meV from both band edges, leading to luminescence at around meV an energy

that would be ideal for telecommunication applications at . μm. is would allow

for tighter binding of carriers, which is necessary for room-temperature operation. Such

a defect would bind electrons and holes with roughly equal energies and would thus be

beyond the scope of the model presented in Reference but tractable using the model

presented above. Temperature-dependent photoluminescence measurements on a sys-

tem with comparable electron and hole binding energies would thus be a natural way

to test experimentally the additional complexity of Equations . and . relative to the

model in Reference .



In addition to changing defects, one could also potentially increase the number of de-

fects through materials processing. Although the model presented above is normalized

with respect to defect concentration, the absolute intensity scales with defect concen-

tration. Furthermore, one could raise the carrier concentration by increasing the level

of optical or electrical pumping. Nevertheless, the priority should be manipulating the

defect energy if possible because varying the defect and carrier concentrations provides

linear and sub-linear⁴ enhancement of luminescence, respectively.

It is worth noting that if the defect binding energies increase enough, bound exci-

ton escape (contained within α) might come to dominate the temperature dependence.

Although including this effect in the model would have been possible, the temperature

dependence of α was ignored, as noted above, to reduce the total number of ing pa-

rameters.

In summary, we have presented a model of defect-mediated luminescence in silicon

based on the kinetics of carrier emission and capture that is consistent with past exper-

imental observations. e model indicates that the most effective way to make a device

based on these principles operate at room temperature would be to uses a defect with

trap states at least meV from the conduction and valence band edges.

. A -

e search for a point defect that traps both an electron and hole strongly enough to

mediate substantial amounts of radiative recombination at room temperature has so

far been fruitless. Aside from erbium, whose F electrons create a unique set of chal-

lenges [ , ], the best performing point defects discovered to date are the complexes

⁴Ignoring stimulated emission.



formed by sulfur with copper or silver when they are co-implanted into silicon [ ]. e

luminescence from these complexes peaks between and nm, is strongest at

K, and persists to temperatures above K [ ]. ough this performance is superior

to that of the W and G line defects, the level of cooling required remains unacceptable.

While some progress, including room temperature LED operation, has been made by

using dislocations and other extended defects either alone or in combination with point

defects [ – ], these efforts have not yet led to a commercial device. Because there

is no obviously correct way to make electroluminescent silicon, the eld is fragmented

among a staggeringly wide variety of potential methods for integrating LEDs and lasers

into silicon architectures. Heteroepitaxy, porosity, nanostructuring, and resonant cavi-

ties are just a few examples of the may approaches tried⁵ [ , ].

Despite this shi in focus, recent advances present an opportunity to search for the

ideal luminescent defect in a manner that is both far broader and far more systematic

than has been a empted previously. Computational and theoretical groups are rapidly

developing the ability tomovebeyonddefect formation energies to accurate calculations

of the electronic structure of complicated defects [ ]. is new theoretical capability

opens up the possibility of applying inverse designmethods, such as those used to iden-

tify promising photovoltaic materials [ ], to search thousands of potentially lumines-

cent defects for the desired hole and electron trapping energies. A key part of a success-

ful inverse designmethodology is high-throughput experimental screening of the candi-

dates identi ed by computational methods [ ]. Although high-throughput screening

of luminescent materials is routine [ ], university laboratories are ill-equipped to fab-

ricate electroluminescent devices with the speed or scale necessary to support such a

broad search. As can be seen in Figure . a, which shows the steps used to make the

⁵Readers interested in exploring this eld are encouraged to begin with the reference lists in References
and , which are both broad review articles.



LED in Reference , fabrication is intricate enough that uncontrolled process variation

routinely confounds a empts to compare the performance of different devices.

Here we present a method for rapidly and reproducibly fabricating large arrays of sil-

icon LEDs. e key innovation of this method is the use of unpackaged commercial

silicon photodiodes as a substrate. e large exposed area of the photodiodes provides

ample room for the creation of defects via ion implantation while commercial fabrica-

tion ensures excellent material and contact quality with a high degree of reproducibility

between devices and betweenwafers. Consequently, the LED fabrication procedure can

be reduced to just two steps as shown in Figure . b.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of this new methodology, we used it to fabricate a

W-line LED. A chip of Hamamatsu silicon p-i-n photodiodes with aluminum contacts

(see Figure . for a schematic) was implanted with Si to a dose of /cm at an en-

ergy of meV, which gives a mean implant depth of μm. e implanted silicon was

thus contained entirely within the high-resistivity n-type “i” layer of the photodiodes.

is was necessary to avoid the complexing of silicon interstitials with boron, which is

known to prevent W-line luminescence [ ]. ere was no need to mask the implant

to protect the contacts or portions of the device surface because, at this implant energy,

li le or no nuclear ion stopping should occur outside the “i” region [ ]. e implanted

devices were annealed at °C for minutes in owing argon in a rapid thermal anneal-

ing instrument. A er annealing, the devices were packaged and wirebonded as shown

in Figure . so that each could be accessed electrically.

e devices showed the excellent current-voltage characteristics one would expect

from commercial diodes. As can be seen in gure . , they possess a low turn-on voltage

and negligible leakage (< nA at V) in reverse bias. is is a substantial improve-



(a) LED fabrication procedure used in Reference . Note the many potential sources of process variation.

(b) LED fabrication procedure used here. Note the highly simpli ed process relative to Figure . a.

Figure . : Comparison of the LED fabrication procedure used in Reference with
the procedure used in this work.



Figure . : Schematic of the Hamamatsu photodiodes used in this study. e silicon
implant was contained entirely within the high-resistivity n-type layer.

Figure . : Photograph of packaged, wirebonded photodiodes. Each stripe on the
package border is mm wide.
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Figure . : Current-voltage plot for an implanted, annealed photodiode. e I-V
characteristic shows negligible leakage in reverse bias and a low threshold in forward
bias.

ment over the device in reference , which had a turn-on voltage greater than V.

e electroluminescence of these LEDs is also quite promising. Figure . shows

both the electroluminescence spectrum and the W-line peak intensity as a function of

current. We nd that while the spectrum is comparable to that of Reference , the lu-

minescence intensity of our devices does not saturate even at currents approaching A.

is improves upon previous work by more than a factor of [ ].

e one issue remaining with this method is the need for wirebonding in order to

access these devices electrically. In this experiment, wirebonding was done one device

at a time and thus was a source of experimental error. Variation in the resistance of wire-

bonds made it difficult to compare the current-voltage and luminescence vs. current

curves of different LEDs. If this sort of ne comparison proves necessary in the future, it
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will be necessary to develop a more reproducible wirebonding procedure. If wirebond-

ing became the bo leneck in a high-throughput screeningmethodology, one could take

advantage of the fact that all of the devices are identical in structure by building a rigwith

a pair of needle probes spaced to the exact width necessary to contact a device. A system

with automated motion control and/or an array of probes capable of contacting a num-

ber of devices at once could speed themeasurement substantially. Reproducible contact

could be automated by using a camera and a simple computer-vision algorithm to align

the probes to the visually obvious squares of the device mesas (see Figure . ) and by

employing feedback from pressure sensors on the probes to ensure the same degree of

contact each time. e overall electrical resistance of this setup would likely be higher

than that of wirebonding, but the speed and reproducibility would make it worthwhile.

We have thus demonstrated amethod that greatly simpli es the production of silicon

point-defect LEDs while yielding devices with excellent performance. If coupled with

an efficient way to connect these devices to an external circuit, this method will enable

the use of electroluminescence as a high-throughput screening technique for evaluating

luminescent point defects. Furthermore, the use of a standard commercial photodiode

and transferable measurement protocols could allow the work of multiple laboratories

to be combined in evaluating the suitability of different defects.



3
Material properties of silicon hyperdoped with

chalcogens

C might note that the formation of

high-aspect-ratio spikes on the silicon surface in the presence of SF or Cl

plasma had already been seen [ – ], or that the process of doping silicon by laser

melting in the presence of a dopant-rich gas had already beendeveloped [ , ], or even

that the concept of trapping a large supersaturation of solute in silicon by rapid solidi -

cation had already been thoroughly studied [ – ]. However, to apply these criticisms



is to miss the crux of the discovery entirely. When members of Eric Mazur’s group at

Harvard found that irradiation above the ablation thresholdwith a series of femtosecond

laser pulses in the presence of SF gas imbued silicon with the ability to absorb a broad

spectrum of photons with energies less than its bandgap (See Figure . ) [ – ],

they established for the rst time that doping silicon above the solid solubility limit

could lead to changes in its optical properties qualitatively different from anything

that might have been predicted based on equilibrium doping experiments [ ]. e

fundamental role played by highly non-equilibrium doping in generating these novel

optical properties has led to the adoption of the term “hyperdoped,” coined by Tonio

Buonassisi to describe semiconductors doped to concentrations far greater than the

solid solubility limit without the formation of compounds or secondary phases, as a way

of differentiating these materials both from typical doped semiconductors and from

alloys.

. F “ ” “ ”

Moving from the rst observations of sub-gap optical absorption to proof that the incor-

poration of sulfur is the root cause of this dramatic change in properties required several

careful experiments. Early work by the Mazur group focused on comparing the optical

absorption of silicon irradiated with many shots of a femtosecond laser in the presence

of various background gases [ , ]. e key result of this work can be seen in gures

. and . which show, respectively, the optical absorptance spectra of silicon irradi-

ated above the ablation threshold by many femtosecond-laser pulses in the presence of

gases containing sulfur and gases not containing sulfur. ese experiments con rmed

that the presence of sulfur was necessary for the development of broadband sub-gap op-

tical absorption, but the complexity of the femtosecond-laser-processed material it



Figure . : Optical absorption spectrum for black silicon produced by irradiation of
a silicon wafer by many femtosecond laser pulses in the presence of SF or H S gas.
Figure adapted from Reference by Mark Winkler in Reference and used with
permission.

has an inhomogeneouslymicrocrystalline structure and a complexmorphology consist-

ing of high-aspect ratio, micron-scale spikes with occulent features on their surfaces

obscured the manner in which sulfur acted.

In order to answer the question of whether sulfur incorporation was sufficient for

the development of sub-gap absorption, theMazur group turned to a collaboration with

the Aziz group’s nanosecond laser processing laboratory. By comparing the properties

of silicon irradiated above the ablation threshold in the presence of SF by a series of



Figure . : Optical absorption spectrum for materials produced by irradiation of a
silicon wafer by many femtosecond laser pulses in the presence of N , H , or Cl gas,
vacuum, or air. In comparing with Figure . , note that sub-gap optical absorption is
substantially smaller in these materials than for silicon irradiated in the presence of
sulfur. Figure adapted from Reference by Mark Winkler in Reference and used
with permission.



nanosecond laser pulses with the Mazur group’s standard black silicon, they found that

the optical properties of both materials were effectively identical [ ]. is was espe-

cially notable because the nanosecond-laser-irradiated material was monocrystalline, in

contrast to themicrocrystalline femtosecond-laser-irradiatedmaterial [ ]. is study’s

elimination of the exotic, femtosecond-laser-induced structure described above as a po-

tential cause for the change in properties led the Aziz group to explore the effects of

composition directly. By ion implanting a xed concentration (roughly at.) of sul-

fur into silicon and then irradiating above the melting threshold but below the ablation

thresholdwith a single nanosecond laser pulse to heal the implantation damage (see Sec-

tion . ), theywere able to produce optically- at, single-crystal silicon hyperdopedwith

sulfur [ ]. ismaterial alsodisplayed substantial sub-gapoptical absorption [ ]. Im-

portantly, two controls produced by the Aziz group, a sample implanted with sulfur but

not melted and a sample implanted with silicon and melted, did not show signi cant

sub-gap absorption and thus con rmed that sulfur incorporation into a crystalline sili-

con substrate was both necessary and sufficient for the creation of strong sub-gap optical

absorption [ ].

Having established that hyperdoping with sulfur was sufficient to induce the change

in optical properties, both groups began to explore the other chalcogens, selenium and

tellurium, as well. In order to incorporate selenium and tellurium into silicon, theMazur

group rst dispersed elemental powders on silicon’s surface before femtosecond laser

irradiation [ ] but eventually replaced powders with thermal evaporation of elemental

lms [ , ]. While the Aziz group continued to focus on using ion implantation [ ],

they also tried nanosecond-pulsed-laser mixing of a selenium lm thermally evaporated

onto silicon [ ]. In all cases, the groups observed strong sub-gap optical absorption.

Comparing samples hyperdoped with sulfur, selenium, and tellurium also began to



shed some light on themetastability of the optical absorption. While it was known from

early on that thermal annealing led to a sharp drop in the sub-gap absorption [ , , ],

the mechanism by which this occurred was unclear. By creating a matrix of silicon sam-

ples femtosecond laser doped with one of the three chalcogens and then subjected to

one of a series of thermal anneal treatments, the Mazur group was able to argue that

diffusion played an important role in the deactivation of absorption [ ]. e crux of

Reference ’s argument is that the deactivation of optical absorption appears to scale

with the (species dependent) solid-state diffusion length across all three chalcogens. Be-

cause the spiked surface of theMazur group’smaterial prevented techniques such as Sec-

ondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS) and Rutherford Backsca ering Spectrometry

(RBS) from producing plots of dopant concentration vs. depth, which might have pro-

vided direct evidence of diffusion, this reasoning was debated from the start. Additional

cause for concern came when SIMS concentration depth pro les of Aziz group samples

furnace annealed for minutes at , , and °C (shown in gure . ) appeared

identical to one other and to a sample that was not annealed even though their opti-

cal absorption spectra were readily distinguishable, as can be seen in . . is seemed

to contradict the hypothesis that diffusion lay at the heart of a thermal anneal’s ability

to diminish optical absorption. A subsequent extended X-ray absorption ne-structure

study¹ of silicon femtosecond laser doped with selenium by the Mazur group and then

subjected to a series of furnace anneals indicated that the deactivation of luminescence

correlated with a change in the chemical state of the selenium atoms that was consis-

tent with precipitation [ ]. Ongoing work on single-crystal silicon hyperdoped with

sulfur or selenium suggests that the kinetics of absorption deactivation are Arrhenius in

temperature and parabolic in time for this material as well [ ]. Although this favors

¹ is was the rst work on this subject produced in collaborationwithTonio Buonassisi’s group atMIT.
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nace annealed at various temperatures in owing nitrogen for minutes. ese data
were collected as part of the work leading to Reference , but were never published.

diffusion as a mechanism, any model of the deactivation of absorption will have to rec-

oncile this with the data in Figures . and . and the fact that deactivation appears to

be at least partially reversible [ ].

Even though the exact details of the deactivation mechanism are still being worked

out, a consistent picture of the material properties of silicon hyperdoped with chalco-

gens has emerged. is can be summarized as follows.

. Hyperdoping with chalcogens causes silicon to strongly absorb light with energy
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from . eV to . eV or less. [ , , ].

. is effect cannot be explained by free-carrier absorption [ ].

. e strength of the enhanced optical absorption increases with chalcogen con-

centration [ ].

. e strengthof the enhancedoptical absorptiondecreaseswith thermal annealing

by a mechanism that is likely diffusion limited [ , , ].

is thesis seeks to build upon the above base by lling gaps in the fundamental un-

derstanding of hyperdoped materials, pushing the limits of hyperdoping as a material

processing technique, and applying hyperdoped materials in optoelectronic devices.

. P

Before transitioning into the original contributions of this thesis to this eld, it is worth

pausing to describe the standard procedure developed by the Aziz group for hyperdop-

ing bulk silicon². All of the hyperdoped silicon samples discussed in thisworkwere fabri-

cated according to this procedureor, aswill bedescribed alongwith thedetails of speci c

experiments, close variants of it.

e basic outline of the Aziz group’s hyperdoping procedure is shown in Figure . .

In this procedure silicon is rst ion implanted with a xed dose, typically betweem

and /cm , of the desired element. For bulk silicon, the implant energy is typically

chosen so that the peak concentration of the implanted species falls at a depth of roughly

nm. For sulfur, selenium, and tellurium, this corresponds to implant energies of

keV, keV, and keV, respectively [ ]. Although the minimum implantation

²Detailed descriptions of the procedure used by the Mazur group can be found in References and
.



Figure . : Outline of the hyperdoping procedure used by the Aziz group.

dose necessary for amorphizationof silicon at these implantation energies is known [ ]

to be on the order of ions/cm , care is taken to ensure that all samples are fully

amorphized to a similar depth before melting. Given the above threshold, it is safe to

consider samples implanted at doses at or above × /cm completely amorphous

in their top nm or so. To be sure that samples implanted at doses less than ×

/cm have the same amorphous layer thickness, their doping implants are preceded by

a depth-matched³ silicon implant with a dose of × /cm . is causes all samples

have roughly identical amorphous layers regardless of dopant dose, which ensures that

the thermal history resulting from laser melting will be the same for all samples.

Following ion implantation, samples are irradiated with one to four nm pulses

from a xenon chloride excimer laser. Pulses from this laser have a total duration of ns

with a full-width at half maximum of ns. e laser beam is spatially homogenized by

³For the chalcogen enegies listed above, silicon should be implanted at keV.



using a “ y’s eye” optic, which splits the beam into components and then superposes

them on the material to be melted. Because the excimer beam is incoherent, this leads

to spatial averaging without causing interference. e homogenizing optics also act as

a variable magni cation telescope, which enables ne control of the laser uence via

adjustments to the laser beam size. Following homogenization, the beampasses through

a × mm aperture in contact with the sample surface. e standard deviation of the

intensity of the portion of the beam passing through this aperture is typically< % of

the mean intensity. A typical laser beam pro le is shown in Figure . ; quantitative line

scans for that pro le appear in Figure . .

e laser uence is chosen to melt all the way through the damaged layer and into

the pristine, single-crystal silicon substrate underneath. For samples implanted at the

energies listed above, a uence of . J/cm is ideal. When a sample is melted multiple

times, the uence of the nal laser pulse is chosen to be slightly larger than that of all

previous pulses (usually . J/cm ). is guarantees that the nal melt is the deepest,

preventing exposure of hyperdoped material to non-melting thermal treatment.

e melt duration is measured via time-resolved re ectivity using a low-power

nm Ar+ ion laser [ ]. is probe laser re ects off the surface of the sample at the cen-

ter of the aperture described above and is then focused onto a fast photodiode. Molten

silicon is metallic and accordingly has a substantially higher re ectivity than amorphous

or crystalline silicon, which are both semiconductors. Consequently, when the sample

melts, the amount of probe laser light re ected by the sample and collected by the photo-

diode increases signi cantly. A typical time-resolved re ectivity trace is shown in gure

. .

Given amelt duration, a code (originally developed byMichael O. ompson at Cor-



Figure . : Typical beam pro le of the xenon chloride excimer laser used by the Aziz
group for nanosecond pulsed laser melting. e black square indicates the size and ap-
proximate position of the × mm aperture. is pro le was collected at the highest
magni cation (smallest beam size) that would be used with this aperture.
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Figure . : Horizontal (a) and vertical (b) line scans taken through the center of the
aperture on the beam pro le shown in Figure . .
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Figure . : Typical oscilloscope trace from the time-resolved re ectivity measure-
ment of a silicon sample during laser melting. e sample represented in this gure
was implanted with S+ ions/cm and irradiated three times at . J/cm and
once at . J/cm . is gure is the trace from the nal irradiation. Times of high re-
ectivity correspond to the period when the top surface of the sample was molten. e

re ectivity does not fall to its original value immediately a er solidi cation because
the silicon remains at elevated temperature for roughly one microsecond therea er.

e red arrow illustrates how the melt duration is determined from this measurement.



nell, and subsequently modi ed by the Aziz group and collaborators) that simulates

melting by solving the one-dimensional heat equation can be used to predict the temper-

ature accurately, melt depth, and solidi cation velocity as functions of time [ , , ].

e output of this code can then be used in conjunction with the as-implanted doping

pro le in a nite-element simulation (also developed in-house) of dopant diffusion and

evaporation to predict the concentration pro le a er melting [ , ].

A er laser irradiation and melting, the liquid silicon solidi es rapidly; solidi cation

velocities are typically in the - m/s range [ ]. When nanosecond pulsed laser hy-

perdopingworks properly, solidi cation proceeds rapidly enough that a substantial frac-

tion of the implanted dopant remains trapped in the solid but slowly enough that the

silicon has time to solidify epitaxially. e resulting material is monocrystalline, free of

extended defects, and optically at. Standard samples are melted four times to yield a

relatively uniform doping pro le with a fairly abrupt cutoff (see Figure . ) [ ].

. T - -

While the sub-gap optical absorption of silicon hyperdoped with chalcogens has been

the focus of much scienti c a ention, the optical properties at above-gap wavelengths

have mostly been ignored. is is in large part due to the experimental challenges in-

volved in measuring these properties. While the spiked surface of black silicon imme-

diately precluded the use of modeling-heavy optical measurement techniques such as

thin- lm transmission and ellipsometry, the advent of at, single-crystal hyperdoped

material did not immediately permit these measurements either. e main obstacle to

measuring the above-gap optical propertieswas the fact that hyperdoped siliconwas fab-

ricated on a bulk silicon substrate thick enough to absorb all above-gap light passing



through the sample. Early efforts at ellipsometry were stymied by a lack of refractive

index contrast between the substrate and the hyperdoped lm, which prevented the use

of multiple re ections to isolate the properties of the hyperdopedmaterial. Here we de-

scribe hyperdoping the device layer of silicon on insulator (SOI)wafers with chalocgens

as the key step in a method for fabricating free-standing hyperdoped silicon lms and as

a means to create the bo om-surface re ection necessary to extract the optical proper-

ties of the hyperdoped material using spectroscopic ellipsometry. We are thus able to

report the rst direct measurement of the absorption coefficients, over the range of

to nm, of silicon samples supersaturated with sulfur, selenium, and tellurium by

ion implantation followed by pulsed laser melting.

Hyperdopingwas carried out in the device layer of SOITECSOIwafers (p-type, ,

boron-doped, . – . Ω-cm) with a nm silicon device layer atop a μm buried

oxide on a μm silicon substrate. e nm silicon layer was ion implanted at room

temperature with either keV S+, keV Se+, or keV Te+ to a dose of

× ions/cm or keV Si+ to a dose of × ions/cm (for pre-amorphization)

followed by keV S+ to a dose of × ions/cm . All implantation energies were

chosen to yield an average projected ion range of approximately nm.

Under these conditions, the × ions/cm and × ions/cm doses were suf-

cient to amorphize roughly the top nm of the nm device layer. e samples

were subsequently irradiatedwith onepulse froma spatially homogenized, pulsed xenon

chloride excimer laser ( nm, ns FWHM, ns pulse duration) with a square spot

approximately × mm . A laser uence of . - . J/cm was chosen empirically to

achieve a melt depth between and nm (i.e., beyond the amorphous layer thick-

ness while still leaving a thin single-crystal silicon layer to seed crystal growth in the

subsequent rapid solidi cation). Time-resolved re ectivity measurements using a low-



powerAr+ ion laser ( nm)were used tomonitor themelt duration. Figure . a shows

a schematic of samples a er ion implantation and pulsed laser melting.

Resolidi cation was found to occur within a few hundred nanoseconds⁴, such that

chalcogen concentrations - orders of magnitude higher than equilibrium solubility

in silicon remained trapped within the alloy [ , ]. A er laser treatment, electron

backsca ering diffraction (EBSD) on a Zeiss Supra eld emission scanning electron

microscope was used to con rm the monocrystallinity of each sample; sample EBSD

data is shown in Figure . . Even though EBSD measures the crystal structure only

in the near-surface region, solidi cation proceeds epitaxially from the melt depth to the

surface and thus if the surface is monocrystalline then the entire lm must be as well.

Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) was performed to measure nal chalcogen

concentrations as shown inFigure . . Because SIMSdoes not allow formeasurements

of concentration against an absolute scale, samples of implanted but unmelted material

at each dose were assumed to contain their measured implant doses exactly and used as

calibration standards. As can be seen from the gure, the retained chalcogen concentra-

tion increased with atomic mass. In addition, some selenium and tellurium segregated

to and remained in the near-surface region a er resolidi cation. We note that the SIMS

pro le for the × S/cm sample (not shown) is almost identical in shape to that of

the × S/cm sample but at an order of magnitude lower concentration.

Although spectroscopic ellipsometry is widely used to measure the optical proper-

ties of thin lms on substrates, interpretation (via numerical ing) of the raw data pro-

⁴Despite presumably being able to account for the low thermal conductivity of the silicon dioxide insu-
lator layer in the SOI samples, the Aziz group melting simulation could not accurately model the melting
and solidi cation of silicon on insulator materials. We hypothesize that an effect not considered in the
simulation, such as phonon re ection at the interface, is responsible for the discrepancy.



Figure . : Schematics illustrating sample structures and how they were modeled.
(a) Presents a sample structure a er pulsed laser melting, where X is the chalcogen
species. (b) Shows how samples such as the one in (a) were modeled in ing ellip-
sometry data. (c) Shows a thinned sample. (d) Shows how samples such as the one in
(c) were modeled in ing transmission data with average layers serving as a model of
rough interfaces.



Figure . : Typical electron backsca ering diffraction data collected at the edge of
the melted region of the × S/cm implanted sample. Light-colored areas are
crystalline while dark colored areas are amorphous. A notch in the edge of the laser
aperture that was later repaired is visible at the boundary between the melted (lower,
light colored) and unmelted (upper, dark colored) regions. e inset shows a crystal-
lographic pole gure for the light-colored region, indicating that it is uniformly
oriented and thus con rming that the resolidi ed material is monocrystalline.



Figure . : Experimental SIMS pro les (dots) of sulfur, selenium, and tellurium
in SOI samples a er implantation to a dose of × ions/cm followed by pulsed
laser melting compared with the pro les (solid lines) used for ing the ellipsometry
data. e rst nm of data were excluded because they were visibly affected by surface
transients.



duced by an ellipsometer requires one to have some knowledge of the material prop-

erties of the lm being studied. Because the optical properties of these materials had

never been characterized for photon energies above silicon’s bandgap, direct transmis-

sion through thin lms was used to obtain a rst, though less precise, measurement. To

perform transmission measurements through the hyperdoped layer, it was necessary to

remove the μm silicon substrate. We adapted themillingmethod used by Schmid to

create optical windows in heavily doped silicon, replacing the nal polishing step with

reactive ion etching [ ].

e μmsilicon layerwas polished to roughly μmin thickness. e samplewas

then mounted melted side down onto a fused quartz substrate using SU- photoresist

so that a × mm window of bare silicon remained open over the laser-melted area.

e sample was then placed on a hot plate at °C for two hours to evaporate the resist

solvent. e remaining μm of silicon was removed at a rate of roughly one micron

per minute by inductively-coupled plasma reactive ion etching in a Surface Technology

Systems instrument using a mixture of SF , CF , andO . is recipe etches silicon

times faster than it etches SiO . A er roughly four hours of etching, the × mm of

exposed silicon was removed, leaving a transparent window consisting of the oxide and

hyperdoped layers, shown schematically in Figure . c.

e transmi ance of each sample was measured with a Hitachi U- UV-VIS-NIR

spectrophotometer equipped with an integrating sphere. e probe beam was focused

to t in the laser-melted region. Because the geometry of our thinned samples was not

well-suited to re ectance measurements, we opted for a transmission-only technique.

Fortunately, there is a long history of using transmi ance-only methods to obtain the

optical properties of thin lms [ ].

To extract the optical properties from the transmission data, thinned samples were



modeled according to Figure . d. Four layer thicknesses (see Figure . d) and the ab-

sorption coefficients of the hyperdoped layer atwavelengths of nm, nm, nm,

nm, nm, . μm, . μm, . μm, μm and . μm were used as ing parame-

ters. e absorption coefficient as a function of wavelength was obtained by smoothly

interpolating the values at the above wavelengths with cubic splines. e refractive in-

dex, n, of the hyperdoped layer was assumed to be the same as that of silicon because

there was no evidence of re ections from their interface. Transmi ance spectra were

generated from the model by solving Maxwell’s equations recursively at each interface

and t, using a least-squares method, to the measured spectra for wavelengths from

to nm. An example of a t transmission spectrum is shown in gure . .

Figures . , . , and . show the absorption coefficients determinedby the trans-

mi ance ingmethod. It is important to remember that these data are an intermediate

step in our determination of the optical properties of silicon hyperdoped with chalco-

gens. Hence, the data are presented on a linear axis with each sample represented by a

separate curve to emphasize the inaccuracies in themeasurements of untreated SOI and

the degree of sample-to-sample variation, both major motivations for completing this

study using ellipsometry. It is also worth noting that even though transmission spectra

were t for wavelengths between to nm, the spectra were too smooth beyond

nm (as can be seen in Figure . ) to constrain the absorption coefficient between

and nm. e ability to measure the absorption coefficient in that wavelength

range for comparisonwith absorptancemeasurements of hyperdoped lms on bulk sub-

strates proved to be another advantage of ellipsometry.

Spectroscopic ellipsometry was performed on samples that had not been thinned us-
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ing a J.A. Woollam VASE ellipsometer and raw data were analyzed with its built-in so -

ware WVASE . e ellipsometric parameters ψ and Δ were measured every nm at

°, °and °. Focusing probes were used for all measurements to reduce the spot size

to μm in diameter, ensuring that the probe beamwas always within the laser-treated

area at all angles. Regression analysis was applied to extract the optical functions from ψ

and Δ. e optical functions were parameterized with an asymmetric-oscillator-based

model requiring Kramers-Kronig consistency [ ]. In addition, linear grading was used

to model the non-uniformity of chalcogen concentration with depth in the implanted

layer. Figures . a and . b show schematics of the samples measured in ellipsometry

and the way they were modeled respectively. Figure . , containing the SIMS pro les

discussed above, shows the linear compositional grading used to model the concentra-

tion pro les. Seeding the oscillator model with the wavelength-dependent absorption

coefficient determined from the transmission measurements signi cantly improved the

results of ellipsometry. In addition, because the samples measured in ellipsometry re-

ceived no treatment a er laser melting, we believe the results of ellipsometry to be an

accurate representation of the optical properties of these alloys.

Figure . shows the wavelength-dependent absorption coefficient of all hyper-

doped samples asmeasured by ellipsometry. Ellipsometry reports the optical properties

at the average chalcogen concentration of the layermodeled as uniform (see gures . b

and . ). ese concentrations, obtained from SIMS, are listed in gure . . Because

they are less than nm thick and thus substantially thinner than the optical penetration

depth, the chalcogen-rich regions occurring near the surface of the selenium and tel-

lurium samples are assumed to have no effect other than to raise the average chalcogen

concentration. ese results are compared with an untreated SOI sample measured by

ellipsometry and literature data on the absorption coefficient of silicon [ ]. Typically,



Figure . : e optical absorption coefficient of chalcogen-rich silicon, as measured
by ellipsometry and reckoned in the region modeled as uniform. e data are com-
pared with those obtained in the same manner from an untreated SOI sample and the
literature data on the absorption coefficient of silicon from Reference [ ]. A differ-
ence of roughly cm− between the measurement of an untreated SOI sample and the
literature data near nm is not shown in the plot. e range of absorption coef-
cients measured less precisely in Reference [ ] for samples with sulfur concentra-

tions between . and . × /cm (comparable to the × S/cm samples
measured in this work) is also shown.



the results of two samples measured for each case were indistinguishable on a semilog

plot and so average values are plo ed. e × S/cm samples were an exception to

this and so the results from two samples are plo ed separately. In addition, this gure

shows the range in which one would expect the absorption coefficient of the highly

sulfur-doped samples to fall based on data for comparable sulfur concentrations from

the work of Bob et al. [ ].

Signi cant enhancement in the absorption coefficient is observed at all wavelengths

for samples implanted with chalcogens at × ions/cm (the top three curves in Fig-

ure . ). e absorption coefficient is roughly an order of magnitude higher than that

of hydrated amorphous silicon and comparable to that of cadmium telluride and other

compound thin- lm solar cell materials [ ]. In addition, we note that the results of this

work for the × S/cm samples agree with, extend, and re ne the sub-bandgapmea-

surements of Bob et al. [ ]. Li le structure is observed in the wavelength dependence

of absorption for these samples. e absence of peaks or other sharp absorption features

suggests a lack of discrete optical transitions in this wavelength range. e slight differ-

ences in absorption coefficient among different chalcogen species may be due to several

factors. e observed concentration variation caused by laser melting is one such fac-

tor, but other effects of rapid solidi cation may also be important. Different absorption

cross sections of different chalcogen species could also play a role.

Some enhancement of the optical absorption is observed in the × S/cm sam-

ples (the middle two curves in Figure . ) for wavelengths longer than nm. e

order of magnitude drop in absorption for these samples relative to the × S/cm

samples is consistent with the linear dependence of absorption on chalcogen concentra-

tion observed by Bob et al. for concentrations in this range [ ].

In summary, we have measured the absorption coefficient of chalcogen-rich silicon



fabricated by ion-implantation followedbypulsed lasermelting for thewavelength range

from to nm. Chalcogen doping at about atomic percent leads to a marked

enhancement of the absorption coefficient over the entire wavelength range studied.



4
Silicon hyperdoped with chalcogens as a light

detecting material

S , researchers have a empted to take ad-

vantage of the remarkable optical properties of silicon hyperdoped with chalco-

gens by using this material in photodetectors. e Mazur group’s initial work on this

topic focused on incorporating black silicon into existing avalanche photodiodes [ ].

It was quickly realized, however, that the key advantage black silicon offered these de-

vices was light-trapping and so the group refocused their efforts on silicon structured by



a femtosecond laser in vacuum to avoid hyperdoping [ ]. Concurrently, James Carey

of the Mazur group began an effort to fabricate traditional photodiodes directly using

black silicon [ ]. ese photodiodes displayed two remarkable properties: ) an inter-

nal gainmechanism leading to the collection ofmany electrons for each detected photon

in reverse-biased devices and ) a response spectrum extended into the infrared relative

to that of ordinary silicon photodiodes. e extension of response occurs in two distinct

spectral regions. In the rst, from the bandgap to nm, the response is as large as it

is for above-gap light; in the second, from to nm, the response is detectable

but more than times smaller than at shorter wavelengths [ ]. ese a ractive

device properties led to the formation of a company, SiOnyx, to develop and manufac-

ture these detectors. SiOnyx’s technology has advanced dramatically from the Mazur

group’s original prototypes and now shows a great deal of promise [ – ]. Neverthe-

less, since SiOnyx’s primary mandate has been to produce a commercializable device,

there has been relatively li le progress on the fundamental physics underlying not only

the two intriguing properties displayed by black silicon photodiodes but also the lack

of optical response from this material’s broad sub-bandgap absorption. is chapter re-

ports experiments using silicon hyperdoped with chalcogens via ion implantation and

nanosecond pulsed laser melting intended to clarify the relationship between sub-gap

absorption and photodiode response and to identify a potential mechanism at the root

of the observed photodiode behavior.



. E -
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As a rst step toward understanding the remarkable photodiode behavior seen using

black silicon, it is important to establish whether the same properties can be observed

in silicon hyperdoped with chalcogens by ion implantation followed by nanosecond

pulsed laser melting. As with previous work on sub-gap absorption (discussed in Sec-

tion . ), an observation of gain and extended response in photodiodes produced out

of at, single-crystal hyperdoped material will allow us to study these properties in this

substantially simpler system. Here we report the observation of gain and extended re-

sponse similar in several ways to that observed in Reference , in photodiodes made of

hyperdoped silicon prepared by implantation with sulfur or selenium ions followed by

nanosecond pulsed laser melting.

μm thick double-side polished p-type Si wafers with resistivity - Ω cm

were ion implanted at room temperature with either keV S+ or keV Se+, to a

dose of × ions/cm . Ion-implanted samples were then irradiated in air with four

pulses from a spatially homogenized, pulsed xenon chloride excimer laser ( nm,

ns full width at half maximum, ns pulse duration) with a square spot approximately

× mm . A uence of . J/cm was used for the rst three shots and . J/cm

was used for the fourth shot to ensure that the nal melt was the deepest (see Section

. ). Laser uences were calibrated by comparing the measured melt duration of an

untreated silicon wafer with numerical solutions to the one-dimensional heat equation

[ ]. e melt durations were monitored in-situ via time-resolved re ectivity using a

low-power nmargon ion laser. Lasermelting and the subsequent rapid solidi cation

form a single-crystal region that retains most of the implanted impurities but that is free



Figure . : a) Top view of a hyperdoped silicon photodiode showing the interdigi-
tated pa ern of the top contacts. b) Cross-sectional schematic diagram of the diode.

e substrate wafer (dark gray) is μm thick and the supersaturated active layer
(black) is approximately nm thick over an area of × mm . e nm thick
Ti/Ni/Ag contacts (light gray) are deposited by electron beam evaporation as a comb
pa ern on the top and as a lled square on the bo om spread on an area . × .
mm .

of extended defects [ , ]. is region has the lateral extent of the laser spot and a

thickness corresponding to the melt depth ( nm). e resulting peak sulfur and

selenium concentrations are × /cm and × /cm , respectively, and the

resulting retained doses of sulfur and selenium are × /cm and × /cm ,

respectively.

Figure . b shows a cross-sectional view of a n+/p diode made from a single melted



region of an implanted wafer. Treated wafers were rst laser cut to a precise square ge-

ometry around each × mm melted region. At this stage, some samples were furnace

annealed in owing nitrogen for minutes. Prior to contact deposition, the treated

wafers were cleaned in acetone, isopropanol, and deionized water, then dipped into a

: HF:H O solution. Electron beam evaporation was used to deposit contacts made of

titanium ( nm at a rate of . nm/s) followed by nickel ( nm at a rate of . nm/s)

followed by silver ( nm at a rate of . to . nm/s) on both sides of the sample in

a deposition chamber with base pressure between and × − torr. Shadow masks

were employed to create interdigitated contacts (shown in gure . a) on the top (i.e.,

the melted side) and a square contact on the back of the sample. Coplanar I-V measure-

ments between the top contacts con rmed that they were ohmic. For all measurements

reported below, both top contacts were held at the same potential relative to the back

contact.

We report steady-state, room-temperature responsivity of these diodes under reverse

bias. Light from a W tungsten halide lamp was passed through a monochromator

scanned from to nm in increments of nm. e illuminated area was approx-

imately mm wide× mm high and was positioned to give maximum photoresponse

for each device. e monochromatic light was chopped so that diode response could

be measured using a lock-in ampli er. No lters were used from to nm, a

nm long-pass lter was used from to nm, and a high-resistivity anti-re ection-

coated silicon wafer was used as an additional lter beyond nm. e total incident

optical power at each wavelength was measured using commercial photodiodes with

well-characterized response spectra. A silicon diode was used from to nm and

a germanium diode was used from to nm. All measurements were made us-

ing an illumination intensity within an order of magnitude of . mW/m . e highest
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Figure . : External quantum efficiency (EQE) of an un-annealed × sulfur/cm
doped photodiode for several values of reverse bias voltage. EQE of a commercial sili-
con photodiode is shown for reference. e inset shows a magni ed view of EQE at
V and V reverse bias compared to the commercial silicon diode.

intensity occurred at nm. External quantum efficiencies (EQE) were computed by

dividing the measured photocurrent by the incident optical power and then converting

to electrons per photon. In all measurements, light was incident on the top surface of

samples. Note that this experiment was unable to probe optoelectronic response be-

yond nm and thus did not allow comparison of the response in that spectral region

between our devices and the black silicon devices discussed above.

Figure . depicts the dependence of EQE on reverse bias voltage for a ×

sulfur/cm doped sample that was not furnace annealed. is photodiode shows sub-



stantial gain (EQE> ) at V of reverse bias. is gain decreases with decreasing

reverse bias voltage, but EQE > is observed even at volts, as can be seen in the

inset of Figure . . e gure also shows the EQE of a commercial silicon photodiode,

which did not vary with reverse bias, for comparison.

e cause and physics of gain cannot be identi ed by this experiment alone (see Sec-

tion . ). Nevertheless, the available evidence appears to argue against both avalanche

gain andphotoconductive gain, at least in their simplest embodiments, as possiblemech-

anisms. Avalanche gain seems to be ruled out by the observation of gain at V of reverse

bias. Such a small bias is insufficient to drive appreciable amounts of impact ionization

in silicon [ ]. e evidence against photoconductive gain presentedby this experiment

is more subtle¹. e photoconductive gain factor is equal to the carrier lifetime for the

carrier type dominating the current divided by the transit time of that carrier type across

the device. In a typical silicon pn junction, an increase in the reverse bias voltage will a)

have li le effect on the carrier lifetime and b) cause a linear or sub-linear increase in the

carrier transit speed [ ]. Accordingly, for a photoconductivemechanism to account for

the observed faster-than-linear increase of gain with bias, at least one of the two preced-

ing statements, a) or b), must be incorrect. While we have found no evidence to justify

rejecting either of these assertions in the case at hand, we recognize that there is some

precedent for doing so. Both of these statements have been challenged in discussions

of III-V quantum dot photodetectors [ , ]. In addition, the lifetime could plausibly

depend on voltage if the defect energy levels introduced by the sulfur atoms shi (e.g.,

as with metastable defects [ , ]) or change occupancy under bias.

Figure . also shows that the optoelectronic response of these diodes is extended

about nm deeper into the infrared than that of commercial silicon photodiodes.

¹Further evidence ruling out photoconductive gain is presented in Section . .
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is is more clearly illustrated in Figure . , which depicts the data from Figure . with

each curve’s maximum normalized to unity. Figure . reveals that, like gain, the long-

wavelength photoresponse increases with reverse bias voltage. is suggests that gain

and extended response might arise from the same physical mechanism.

Figure . compares the EQE spectra at V reverse bias of un-annealed samples

doped with × sulfur/cm or × selenium/cm with identically prepared sam-

ples annealed for minutes at °C. All diodes exhibit both gain and extended IR

response. Normalizing the EQE spectra (as shown in the inset to Figure . ) reveals



that the spectra have a range of shapes. An important aspect of this variation is that the

EQE from to nm appears to be independent of the EQE at longer wavelengths.

Although the samples shownhere all receiveddifferent treatment, it is worth noting that,

in a few cases, pairs of samples treated identically showed a similar degree of variation.

In addition, as will be discussed at length in Section . , gain and extended IR response

are spatially inhomogeneous. us the roles of dopant species, annealing treatment, and

inhomogeneity in explaining the observed differences in response spectra cannot be de-

duced from this experiment alone.

In summary, we have fabricated n+/p photodiodes having a thin (roughly nm),

hyperdoped ( to × /cm ) n+ silicon top layer using ion implantation of sulfur or

selenium followed by nanosecond laser melting. ese photodiodes display high levels

of gain (> at V and > at V of reverse bias), along with substantial opto-

electronic response at wavelengths as long as nm. e gain characteristics are not

consistent with the behavior we would expect from avalanche gain or photoconductive

gain. e mechanism for gain and extended response will be explored in Section . .

. C

As discussed in Sections . and . , silicon hyperdoped with chalcogens by ion im-

plantation followed by nanosecond pulsed laser melting displays signi cantly enhanced

absorption of sub-gap light. Although, as Figure . shows, photodiodes made from sil-

icon hyperdoped with chalcogens show li le or no evidence of photoresponse due to

this absorption [ ], it is not known whether sub-gap absorption leads to the produc-

tion of photocarriers which are not collected or whether no photocarriers are produced

at all. In addition, as will be discussed in Chapter , there is a pressing need for reliable



measurements of the carrier lifetime of hyperdoped materials. is section a empts to

shed light on both of these issues via non-contact measurements of photoconductivity

in silicon hyperdoped with chalcogens using microwave re ectivity as a probe.

Photoinduced changes in microwave re ectivity are routinely used to measure pho-

toconductivity without the confounding effects of electrical contacts [ – ]. In this

technique, photocarriers generated by an optical pump beam lead to a small increase

in the absorption of a microwave probe beam, which is detected as a decrease in the

intensity of re ected microwaves. We report microwave re ectivity measurements of

steady-state photoconductivity in silicon hyperdoped with sulfur and selenium by ion

implantation followed by nanosecond pulsed laser melting. From these, we deduce up-

per bounds on the sub-gap photoconductivity and photocarrier lifetime in these mate-

rials.

Roughly nm lms dopedwith S and Se to peak concentrations approximately

to × /cm were prepared using the substrates (double-side polished, μm

thick, - Ω-cm) and the procedure described in Section . , omi ing furnace anneal-

ing and contact deposition. Aside from a shallower selenium implant depth, the samples

should be similar in properties to those characterized previously [ ]. ree identically

prepared samples for each dopant were measured in a microwave re ectance setup sim-

ilar to that of Borrego et al. [ ]. Figure . shows a schematic of the microwave setup.

GHz microwaves emi ed by a Millitech Gunn diode pass, via a waveguide, through

an isolator to protect the source from re ections. Amagic tee then splits themicrowaves

into two beams. One beampasses through an a enuator and is re ected back by ametal-

lic shunt. e other beam emerges from a microwave emi er/collector horn and is re-

ected, in air, off the sample, which is mounted on an aluminum stage. e microwaves

re ected from the sample and shunt then return to the magic tee where they recombine



Figure . : Schematic diagram of the microwave photoconductivity measurement
apparatus.



and then pass, via the tee’s fourth branch, through another a enuator and into aHewle

Packard R A crystal detector. Path lengths for the split beams were adjusted for each

sample to maximize the amount of constructive interference, and thus the signal, at the

crystal detector. A -mm-diameter hole was drilled in the microwave horn to allow the

pump laser to illuminate the sample. Lasers were modulated at Hz using a orlabs

LDC laser diode controller. e photoinduced change in the intensity of re ected

microwaves was recorded using a Stanford Research Systems SR lock-in ampli er.

Laser wavelengths of , , , , , and nm were used. e signal

varied linearly with laser power at all wavelengths. e power of light incident on the

sample was generally kept below mW to minimize heating. A higher incident power

( mW) was used at nm in an a empt to observe transient photoconductivity in

the hyperdoped material using an oscilloscope. nm was chosen because these ma-

terials’ absorption coefficient, α, is greater than , /cm− at this wavelength (see

Section . ), which provides absorption entirely within the nm treated layer. Many

measurements of each sample weremade under each set of conditions and subsequently

averaged. is experiment is similar to that of Sinton and Cuevas, but with microwaves

as the probe [ ].

Because the measurement involves microwave interference, we controlled for varia-

tions in sample thickness. Each sample was measured with its untreated surface resting

on the stage (“down”) and then measured again with its hyperdoped surface down. Be-

cause , , and nm light cannot penetrate μmof silicon to reach the hyper-

doped layer, each sample thus provided its own untreated control at these wavelengths.

Because of nm light penetrates μm of silicon, an additional sample was

prepared where . μm (including the hyperdoped layer) were etched off using tetram-

ethylammonium hydroxide. e signal from both sides of this sample under nm



illuminationwas indistinguishable from ameasurement of the untreated side of a hyper-

doped sample.

e measured photoinduced decrease in re ected microwave intensity results from

an increase in microwave absorption. is can be expressed as

signal ∝ ΔA ∝
∫
Sample

Δαμwave (z)E (z) dz , ( . )

where ΔA is the change in microwave absorption, Δαμwave (z) is the change in the mi-

crowave absorption coefficient, E (z) is the microwave electric eld, and z is the depth.

Steady-state conditions and uniform microwave illumination imply no dependence on

time or the other two spatial dimensions. Because silicon is nearly transparent to mi-

crowaves while the aluminum stage is a mirror, E (z) is a standing wave with a node at

the stage. Silicon’s microwave refractive index of . gives GHz microwaves a wave-

length of . mm[ ]. is implies thatE (z) remains greater than of itsmaximum

in the top μmof the sample and then decays smoothly with depth to the node at the

stage. , , and nm illuminations are thus absorbed in the regionwhereE (z) is

nearly constant. For and nmpumpwavelengths, absorbed only in the thin hy-

perdoped layer, E (z) can be taken as constant for measurements with the hyperdoped

layer up and zerowith the hyperdoped layer down (at the node). Incomplete absorption

in the substrate precludes the quantitative analysis of the response to the nmpump.

Nevertheless, comparison with the etched sample would detect anomalous photocon-

ductivity at nm, as might be expected from the enhanced photodiode response at

this wavelength discussed in Section . . Although the hyperdoped layer’s resistivity of

roughly . (Ω-cm)− is several orders smaller than that of the substrate, the layer’s

thinness ensures that it will have a small effect on samples’ microwave re ection and

absorption in the dark [ ]. Noting that the change in absorption coefficient is pro-



portional to the change in conductivity [ ], combining with Equation . , and pulling

E (z) out of the integral yields

signal ∝
∫
Sample

Δσ (z) dz =
∫
Sample

Δn (z) μ (z) τ (z) dz , ( . )

in which Δσ (z) is the change in conductivity, Δn (z) is the photocarrier concentration,

μ (z) is the carrier mobility (a single mobility is sufficient for order-of-magnitude esti-

mates), and τ (z) is the photocarrier lifetime. Under steady-state conditions, this implies

that

signal = CΔNμτ , ( . )

in which C is the constant of proportionality, ΔN is the total number of photocarriers

generatedper second, and μ and τ are averages over zweightedby the steady-state photo-

carrier distribution. Normalizing by the number of incident photons arriving per second

gives
signal

photons per second
= C′ημτ , ( . )

where the constant of proportionality C′ is the same for all samples (because they have

identical dimensions) and all wavelengths, and η is the quantum efficiency of photocar-

rier generation, a material property averaged over zweighted by the steady state photon

distribution. Equation . means that the ratio of two measurements, corrected for dif-

ferent photon uxes, is the ratio of the μτη products implied by those measurements.

Figures . and . show the average photoinduced change in microwave re ectivity

for the samples of silicon hyperdopedwith sulfur and selenium, respectively. e data in

both plots have been normalized by the number of pump photons incident per second,

accounting for re ection, and scaled so that the signal from nm illumination of the



Figure . : Plot of the photoinduced change in microwave re ectivity as a function
of pump wavelength for silicon hyperdoped with sulfur. e white bars are control
data collected with the untreated side of the sample illuminated, the light gray bars
are data collected with the hyperdoped side illuminated, and the dark gray bars are an
estimate of the expected signal from the substrate alone when the hyperdoped side is
illuminated.



Figure . : Plot of the photoinduced change in microwave re ectivity as a function
of pump wavelength for silicon hyperdoped with selenium. e format is identical to
Figure . .



untreated side is unity. ree sets of data are shown: the signal with the untreated side

illuminated, the signal with the hyperdoped side illuminated, and a calculation of the

signal expected from the substrate when illuminating the hyperdoped side. Error bars

represent one standard deviation in the combined three-sample datasets. e calculated

data are the results when illuminating the untreated side scaled by the fraction of light

transmi ed by the hyperdoped layer. Recombination at the untreated surface may thus

cause the calculated value to underestimate the expected signal. e transmi ed frac-

tion was computed from the optical absorption and secondary ion mass spectroscopy

data (used to estimate the hyperdoped layer thickness of nm) in Section . and

Reference . Data for nm illumination is included for completeness despite the

difficulties in interpretation discussed above.

At all wavelengths, ourmeasurementswere unable to detect photoconductivity in the

hyperdopedmaterial. e time-dependent photoconductivitymeasurements at nm

indicated a substrate lifetime of roughly μs, but produced a null result for the hyper-

doped material. Even though nm illumination is absorbed near the n+/p junction,

we observed no enhanced photoconductivity at that wavelength due to charge separa-

tion. Despite the intriguing device performance at nm reported in Section . ,

we saw no evidence of anomalous photoconductivity at this wavelength either. Given

that the hyperdoped layer should absorb roughly half of the unre ected light at and

nm,we conclude that the photoinduced change in conductivity in hyperdoped sili-

con exposed to thesewavelengths is at least , times smaller (on a per-photon basis)

than the change in conductivity in ordinary silicon exposed to nm light. A similar

statement is true for nm light, which is absorbed entirely in the hyperdoped layer.

Combining this result with literature data gives an order-of-magnitude upper bound on

the μτη product of silicon hyperdoped with sulfur and selenium.



e conclusion of the previous paragraph implies that

− > fηhμhτh + ( − f)ηSiμSiτSi
ηSiμSiτSi

> ηhμhτh
ηSiμSiτSi

, ( . )

in which the subscripts h and Si represent the hyperdopedmaterial and ordinary silicon,

respectively, and f is the fraction of the signal when the hyperdoped layer is up due to

carriers in the hyperdoped layer. f < because of optical absorption below the hyper-

doped layer. e second inequality holds because ηSiμSiτSi > ηhμhτh. Including carrier

escape into the substrate, e.g., because of dri in an electric eld caused by chalcogen

concentration gradients in the hyperdoped layer [ ], would add additional terms to

the rst inequality in . without changing the second. Inserting order-of-magnitude

estimates for silicon’s properties gives

− × × cm
V - s

× μsec = − cm
V

> ηhμhτh . ( . )

References and indicate that cm /V-s is a reasonable estimate for the carrier

mobility in the hyperdoped layer. Using this in Equation . implies that ns > ηhτh .

at this bound is valid for nm illumination, which should cause substantial band-

to-band absorption even in the hyperdoped layer (i.e., ηh > . ), suggests that a short

photocarrier lifetime (≤ ns) in the hyperdoped layer is responsible for photocon-

ductivity being undetectable there. is is consistent with the lifetime reduction due to

Auger recombination observed in silicon doped to similar carrier concentrations with

traditional dopants and/or Shockley-Read-Hall recombination in silicon with a simi-

lar number of deep traps [ ] and prevents the use of this measurement to estimate

the quantum efficiency of photocarrier generation associated with sub-gap absorption.

Even though the samples measured here contain sufficient sulfur and selenium to be



metallic [ , ], our data show carrier lifetimes much smaller than those associated

with the lifetime recovery reported for silicon hyperdoped with titanium [ ] and con-

sistent with the theoretical prediction of no lifetime recovery made in Reference [ ].

is will be discussed further in Chapter .

. S

As discussed in Section . , photodiodes made from silicon hyperdoped with sulfur or

seleniumhave two remarkable properties: internal gain, i.e., external quantumefficiency

(EQE) > , and a response spectrum that appears to be extended into the infrared

relative to that of ordinary silicon photodiodes [ , ]. Despite the advantages of these

devices, the physics behind their extraordinary performance has remained a mystery.

Here we report evidence that gain is due to a Scho ky barrier lowering mechanism and

occurs only at sites with noticeable morphological defects.

μm thick double-side polished p-type Si wafers with resistivity - Ω-cm

were ion implanted at room temperature with keV S+ to doses of . , . , . , . ,

. and × ions/cm . Ion-implanted samples were then irradiated in air with one

or four pulses from a spatially homogenized, pulsed xenon chloride excimer laser (

nm, ns full width at half maximum, ns pulse duration) with a square spot approxi-

mately × mm . A uence of . J/cm was used for single-shot samples. In four-shot

samples, a uence of . J/cm was used for the rst three shots and . J/cm was used

for the fourth shot to ensure that the nal melt was the deepest. e melting procedure

was otherwise the same as that used in Section . . e resulting peak sulfur concen-

trations were between . and × /cm (i.e., the implant dose divided by nm)

with roughly of the sulfur retained a er lasermelting [ ]. Following lasermelting,



some samples were annealed in owing nitrogen for minutes at , , or °C.

Four contact procedures were used to make photodiodes from the hyperdoped ma-

terial produced as described above. e rst contact procedure matched that used in

Section . . e second employed the same procedure except that nm of Ti followed

by nm of Al was used as a top contact and nm of Al was used as a back contact.

In the third procedure, a nmAl back contact was deposited and the sample was then

annealed at K for seconds in argon using a Modular Process Technology xp

rapid thermal annealing instrument. Following annealing, a top contact was deposited

according to the procedure of Section . . e fourth procedure was identical to the

third except that the top contact consisted of many -micron-wide interdigitated ngers

spaced μm apart.

EQE spectra for all devices were collected by the procedure outlined in Section . .

Select devices were characterized by some or all of the following additional techniques.

e spatial distribution of response across the surface of devices was measured at a va-

riety of applied biases in a light beam induced current (LBIC) setup operating at

and nm with a lateral resolution of μm. Localized heating during device opera-

tion was measured with a FLIR camera lock-in thermography (LIT) instrument with a

× lens and a resolution of μm per pixel. Devices with high response were imaged

by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and electron beam induced current (EBIC).

Temperature-dependent current-voltage (IV) curves were collected by a Keithley

sourcemeter in the dark and under AM . illumination from a Newport ermo Oriel

solar simulator. Surface defects were identi ed and counted using optical microscopy.

Measurements of EQE spectra revealed that gain and extended response occurred in

of devices measured. Whether a device showed gain and extended response did



Figure . : Electron micrographs of an active defect taken with a secondary electron
detector (a) and electron beam induced current at (b) and (c) volts of reverse
bias. e bright area in c) is a location in which the incident electron beam causes an
anomalously large current to ow through the device, indicating that the gain mecha-
nism is centered there. e scale bar is microns. Brightness and contrast have been
adjusted between b) and c) to highlight features of interest.

not appear to correlatewith sulfur dose, number of laser shots, furnace anneal treatment,

or contact procedure. Surprisingly, the presence of a crater-like surface defect, such as is

shown in Figure . a, near one of the top contact ngers was found to be a necessary but

not sufficient condition for gain. Figures . b and . c show EBIC images of the defect

in Figure . a under and V of reverse bias. EBIC data were collected by rastering an

electron beam across the top surface of the device and measuring the current through

the device as a function of beam position. e electron beam was accelerated at kV

and had a spot size < nm. Lighter colors on the image indicate that a greater current

owed through the device when the electron beam was incident at that location. As

can be seen in gures . b and . c, applying a bias caused the device’s response to the

electron beam to increase dramatically in a portion of the defect. Such craters appear to

be an unintended consequence of pulsed laser melting; as can be seen in Figure . , we

observe them in small numbers on both untreated and silicon-implanted silicon wafers



(a)Unimplanted sample

(b) Sample implanted with Si/cm at keV

Figure . : Scanning electron micrographs of defects similar to the one shown in Fig-
ure . observed on two control samples: an untreated silicon wafer that was laser
melted with one pulse and a sample implanted with Si/cm at keV that was
laser melted with four pulses.



melted in our system ².

LBICmeasurements (methodologically similar to EBIC, but with amodulated diode

laser instead of an electron beam) indicated that ) these defects responded to light as

well as to the electron beamand )EQEvalues > at and nmoccurred only

at locations where these defects were within μm of the top contact ngers (i.e., de-

fects observed further than this distance from contacts did not show gain). In addition,

we observed that the devices with gain that were measured by LBIC had no more than

three high EQE locations on their surfaces and usually only one such location. An exam-

ple of LBIC data is shown in Figure . . Comparing optical micrographs (not shown)

of devices with LBIC data, however, revealed that the presence of defects of this type

near contacts did not guarantee gain. Optical microscopy of a selection of samples

revealed that a typical device had a small but non-zero number of such defects (roughly

to ) on its surface. In samples examined optically and/or by SEM, it was common

to nd defects near contacts in areas with EQE < . We thus hypothesize that an

additional factor is necessary for a defect near a contact to yield EQE > , but have

not identi ed this factor.

²At one time we hypothesized that some manner of dirt, damage, or contamination of the sample sur-
face prior to melting led to the formation of these defects during laser treatment. In an a empt to test this
a number of intentionally awed samples were prepared and melted. Fingerprints, aggressive use of Te on
or metal tweezers (these were tested separately), and the residue of isopropyl alcohol allowed to dry qui-
escently on the sample surface had no visible effect on the post-solidi cation surface morphology. Glass
dust prepared by grinding a microscope slide with a mortar and pestle and then liberally sprinkled on the
surface may have slightly increased the number of surface defects, but not in proportion to the amount of
dust applied and not provably outside the range of normal samples. Samples coated with silicon dust pre-
pared by grinding a wafer and samples scratched deeply with a diamond-tipped scribe prior tomelting both
displayed hundreds of additional defects similar to one another an not entirely dissimilar to those shown
in Figures . and . . However, out of a set of devices prepared from samples to which silicon dust was
applied, only one displayed gain and extended response. is suggests that the presence of defects due to
the silicon dust did not signi cantly increase the probability of a sample containing an active defect. An
interesting anecdotal observation from this experiment is that the defects due to silicon dust did not appear
to have the radially-oriented cracks visible in Figures . and . a. Itmay be that such cracks are a necessary
ingredient for gain and extended response.



Figure . : Light beam induced current (LBIC) measurement of a device with gain
taken at V reverse bias using a nm pump laser at roughly mW/mm . Areas with
no response (shown in white) roughly correspond to the locations of metal contacts.

ree active defects can be seen on this device. is is the same device as shown in
Figure . , which focused on the defect in the center of this gure.
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Figure . : Plot of external quantum efficiency (EQE) vs. illumination intensity col-
lected with the nm laser of the light beam induced current setup incident directly
on an active defect. e decrease in EQE with increasing illumination intensity indi-
cates a saturation of the gain mechanism.



Figure . : Schematic of the Scho ky barrier lowering gain mechanism in which
trapped electrons aid thermionic injection of holes from the metal contact into the
semiconductor. e initial scho ky barrier height, φ , and the effective barrier height
under illumination, φ, are shown. e decrease in hole energy very near the interface is
due to the image-force effect. A er Reference .

e fact that the enhanced performance of these devices is driven by a small num-

ber of locations on their surfacesmeans that the device-average EQEmeasurements dis-

cussed in Section . underestimate the EQE value at active defects considerably. Figure

. shows a plot of EQE vs. nm light intensity measured under a series of reverse

biases with the LBIC probe beam incident directly on an active defect in a device pro-

duced according to the fourth contacting procedure. As can be seen from the gure, at

low light intensities, EQE values of roughly , are observed at volts of applied

bias. Increasing the bias to V gives an EQE above , . EQE decreases with

increasing light intensity, indicating a saturation of the gain mechanism.

e high levels of gainwe observe at low reverse bias voltages are inconsistent with ei-

ther an avalanche or photoconductive gainmechanism³ (see Section . and References

³In the case of photoconducitive gain, as discussed in Section . , EQE = ηg, where η is the internal
quantum efficiency (photocarriers generated per absorbed photon) and g = lifetime

transit time is the gain factor.
To achieve a gain factor of (the minimum necessary for an EQE of , ) with a carrier lifetime
of μsec (as reported in Section . ) in our μm thick devices would require a net carrier velocity of
. × m/s, which is unphysical. In the case of avalanche gain, it is enough to note that bias voltages less

than silicon’s bandgap cannot excite appreciable amounts of impact ionization.



and ). EQEs of this magnitude are possible, however, from the photoinduced

Scho ky barrier lowering mechanism sometimes observed in metal-semiconductor-

metal (MSM) photodetectors [ , , ]. In this mechanism, shown in Figure . ,

minority photocarriers (here, electrons) captured by traps in the depletion region near

a Scho ky contact to a semiconductor lower the energy barrier for thermionic emission

of (oppositely-charged) majority carriers (here, holes) from the metal into the semi-

conductor. Complete descriptions of this mechanism are given in References and

. For reverse biases > V, the current, I, due to this thermionic emission is well

approximated by

I ∝ −T e−qφ/kBT , ( . )

in which T is the temperature, q is the electron charge, φ is the effective barrier height,

and kB is Boltzmann’s constant [ ]. Plots of current vs. temperature at a series of re-

verse bias voltages were extracted from temperature-dependent IVmeasurements taken

in the dark and under AM . illumination. AM . illumination was chosen because

it was a readily available light source bright enough to saturate any reasonable number

of traps. Because the high gain regions cover only a small portion of the diode’s surface,

the illuminated IV curves contained a substantial current contribution from the photo-

voltaic effect in areas without gain. is effect was removed by subtracting the short-

circuit current from each IV curve so that they all reported no current at V. Sample

current voltage measurements are shown in Figure . .

Figure . shows a plot of− ln (I/T ) vs q
kBT in the dark and under illumination at

Vof reverse bias for a device producedwith the fourth contact procedure. On these axes,

a linear t is equivalent to ingwith Equation . and the line’s slope gives the Scho ky

barrier in eV. e quality of the ts is strong evidence that Scho ky barrier lowering is
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Figure . : Plot of the− ln of current, I, in Amperes vs. the reciprocal of the ther-
mal voltage in Volts− for a device with gain produced using the fourth contact proce-
dure and measured in the dark and under AM . illumination. e slopes of the linear
least-squares ts give the effective Scho ky barrier height in eV.
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Figure . : Plot of the− ln of current, I, in Amperes vs. the reciprocal of the thermal
voltage in Volts− for a device with gain produced using the third contact procedure
and measured in the dark and under AM . illumination. As in Figure . , the slopes
of the linear least-squares ts give the effective Scho ky barrier height in eV.

the gain mechanism operating in these devices, while the slopes of the lines show that

illumination led to a Scho ky barrier lowering of nearly meV. Identical illumination

conditions lowered the effective Scho ky barriers of other devices by between and

meV. Figure . shows a second example of the analysis illustrated in Figure .

for a device fabricated using the third contact procedure.

In addition to extracting the change in barrier height from measurements at a sin-

gle voltage, an a empt was made to model the observed change in barrier height and

its small but measurable dependence on voltage. Figure . shows barrier height as a



Figure . : Plot of the dependence of Scho ky barrier height on reverse bias voltage
for the device measured in Figure . . Data (points) are plo ed along with ts (lines)
from the model described in the text for measurements in the dark and under AM .
illumination.



function of voltage and illumination computed by solving Poisson’s equation (account-

ing for image-force lowering of the barrier height [ ]) for a p-type semiconductor with

a Scho ky-barrier and a uniform concentration of electron traps within nm of the bar-

rier’s location⁴. e acceptor and trap concentrations along with the zero-bias barrier

height were used as ing parameters. e best- t values for these three parameters

were × /cm , . × /cm , and meV, respectively. As can be seen from the

gure, this simple model can account for the barrier heights measured in the dark and

under AM . illumination and provides a good t to the bias dependence of the bar-

rier height in the dark. e model is unable to t the small bias dependence of the bar-

rier height under illumination. It may be that additional phenomena become important

once the barrier height is lowered to such a small value. e best- t trap concentration of

. × /cm corresponds to a physically reasonable total of . × traps/cm . e

best- t acceptor concentration, however, is nearly three orders of magnitude larger that

the boron concentration in the substrate wafers. is suggests the presence of defects

that are negatively charged regardless of the illumination conditions. is is plausible

since the presence of signi cant damage at the location of the Scho ky barrier (see Fig-

ure . ) could easily create a variety of electronically active defects near the surface.

Figure . plots the hole energy (the negative of the valence band edge) as a function

of distance from the interface computed from the model for no applied bias in order

to illustrate how the model implements the mechanism shown schematically in Figure

. . e inset shows the concentration of ionized dopants (traps and acceptors) back

calculated fromtheplots in themain gure as a check. is plot reveals that thedepletion

width is very shallow even in the dark, further emphasizing the role of surface states in

⁴ is choice of trap distribution was somewhat arbitrary. Many concentration depth pro les of traps
in the depletion region could have t the data. is particular distribution represents the hypothesis that
all the traps are surface or near-surface states.



Figure . : Main gure: Plot of hole energy as a function of distance from the inter-
face at which the Scho ky barrier is located as predicted by the model described in the
text. Inset: concentration depth pro le of ionized dopants (traps and acceptors) back
calculated from the plots in the main gure as a check. e curves stop abruptly at the
end of the depletion region.

our observations.

Although Figure . provides the most direct evidence for barrier lowering as the

gain mechanism, several other characteristics of these devices support this explanation

as well. Recent work on gallium nitride MSM photodetectors [ ] a ributed an exten-

sion of the response spectrum by roughly nm toward sub-bandgap wavelengths and a

saturation of gain with increasing illumination intensity to this mechanism. e satura-

tion of gain with increasing light intensity in that work is a result of the nite number of

traps present near the Scho ky barrier [ ]. Figure . indicates that we observe the

same phenomenon.

e extension of response in Reference can be explained by large gain factors be-



Figure . : Lock-in thermography image of a device with gain taken at V reverse
bias under uniform illumination from a white LED. e orange area indicates local
heating due to excess current ow at the location of an active defect.

ing applied to their devices’ small, intrinsic sub-bandgap response. We believe that the

same effect is responsible for the extension of response in the photodiodes considered

here and in Section . . e direct, contactless measurements of the photoresponse of

silicon hyperdoped with chalcogens discussed in Section . found no evidence of re-

sponse in the hyperdoped material at any wavelength above or below silicon’s bandgap.

Furthermore, the high-EQE region of the response spectra of photodiodes made from

silicon hyperdoped with chalcogens shown in Figure . extends no further into the in-

frared than the response spectra of the best silicon solar cells [ ]. Accordingly, ampli -

cation of the silicon substrate’s sub-gap photoresponse is themost plausible explanation

for the observed response spectra.



Although our measurements indicate that an MSM-like Scho ky barrier lowering

mechanism applies to our devices, the manner in which an MSM con guration arises

requires elaboration. Electron microscopy, optical microscopy, and optical pro lome-

try indicate that the defects create topographymuch taller and deeper than the thickness

of the nmhyperdoped layer. is suggests that these defects provide a potential con-

duction path directly from the top contacts into the p-type substrate, i.e., an approxima-

tion of anMSM con guration. e presence of this conduction path is corroborated by

lock-in thermography measurements, an example image from which appears in Figure

. . ese show that when devices with gain are reverse biased, active defects become

substantially ho er than the rest of the device. is indicates that active defects do in-

deed shunt the n+/p junction formed between the hyperdoped layer and substrate. We

thus conclude that the defects yield an MSM con guration by bypassing the n-type hy-

perdoped layer and forming a direct electrical connection between the topmetal contact

and the silicon substrate. However, asmentioned above, not all defects near contacts are

active. We thus propose that the unidenti ed factor necessary for a defect to be active is a

low-resistance conduction path between a contact and the defect. e physical location

of the Scho ky barrier that is lowered is likely somewhere on that path. One candidate

for such a path is the radial cracks visible in gures . and . b. e fact that these

cracks have an appearance that is light in color but independent of applied bias in the

EBIC data in . indicates that they aremore conductive than the surroundingmaterial.

ey could thus provide a low-resistance connection between the active portion of the

defect and the contact.

Since Carey’s original publication on hyperdoped silicon photodiodes, their mech-

anism of operation has been a source of debate. Because Carey’s femtosecond-laser-

doped devices possessed a spiked surface, amicrocrystalline structure, and high concen-



trations of uorine in addition to the sulfur hyperdoping, there were several candidates

for the origin of gain and extended response. e observation of a number of strong

similarities between the single-crystal devices reported in Section . , which resembled

standard silicon photodiodes except for hyperdoping with chalcogens, and Carey’s de-

vices seemed to indicate that hyperdoping might be responsible for gain and enhanced

response between and nm not only in our devices, but in Carey’s as well. By

nding no correlation of gain with sulfur concentration over an order ofmagnitude vari-

ation in implant dose, the results of this section suggest that hyperdoping with chalco-

gens is not the cause of gain. Conclusive proof of this, however, will require control

devices identical to those discussed here except implanted with phosphorous or arsenic

instead of sulfur. is is a potential topic for future experiments.

In summary, closer examination of devices identical to those in Section . has re-

vealed that local areas of damage, an unintended consequence of nanosecond lasermelt-

ing, are at the heart of the devices’ anomalous performance. Furthermore, we have ob-

served that variations in the chalcogen concentration, laser treatment, and furnace an-

neal do not correlate with changes in the amount of gain or the response spectrum. us

it appears that surface structure is necessary for gain and extended response in silicon

photodiodes hyperdoped with chalcogens.



5
Hyperdoped silicon as a potential intermediate

band photovoltaic material

T (IBSC) is a high-efficiency solar cell con-

cept capable of exceeding the Schokley-Quiesser efficiency limit [ , ]. is

limit dictates that typical, single-bandgap solar cells cannot convert more than roughly

of concentrated sunlight ( if not concentrated) into electricity [ ]. As its

name suggests and as is shown schematically in Figure . , an IBSC has, in addition to

a conduction band and a valence band, a third band of intermediate energy. e excita-



tion of electrons from the valence band to the intermediate band and from the interme-

diate band to the conduction band allows an IBSC to generate electricity from photons

with energy smaller than the gap between its conduction and valence bands. Further-

more, if photocarrier lifetimes are long enough so that the intermediate band does not

equilibrate with either the conduction or valence band¹, these sub-gap photons can be

harvested without disturbing the collection of photons possessing a bandgap ormore of

energy [ , ].

In terms of engineering parameters, an intermediate band can increase a solar cell’s

short-circuit current without lowering its open-circuit voltage. In order to accomplish

this, the cell designmust avoidmaking direct electrical contact to the intermediate band

material. Such contact will either short the device completely (if the band is partially

lled and high-mobility) or lower the open circuit voltage by reducing the device’s ef-

fective bandgap. us, the intermediate band must always be “blocked” [ ] by a layer

of the host material placed between it and the metal contacts. Note that in Figure .

the intermediate band material is sandwiched by a standard pn junction to accomplish

this goal while aiding photocarrier extraction. If correctly blocked, the IBSC is ther-

modynamically equivalent to the three-junction tandem cell architecture and thus has a

limiting efficiency above under concentrated sun [ , ].

Although an IBSC is easy to describe, it has proven difficult to realize. Early a empts

incorporated nanocrystal quantum dots into semiconductor solar cell matrices, but this

approach has not yet yielded a functioning cell [ , ]. e rst proof of concept

devices have recently been fabricated using highly-mismatched alloys grown bymolecu-

lar beam epitaxy (MBE) [ ] and by a combination of MBE and ion implantation and

¹If transitions from the conduction band to the intermediate band are too rapid, then it is as if the overall
bandgap has shrunk. If transitions from the intermediate band to the valence band are too rapid, no sub-gap
photons can be collected.



Figure . : e intermediate band solar cell architecture. Note that electrical connec-
tion is made to only the conduction and valence bands.

pulsed laser melting [ ]. To date, however, no one has fabricated an IBSC with an

efficiency of even .

Hyperdoping has the potential to provide an alternative route to the fabrication of

intermediate band materials. It is well known that, at high concentrations, impurities

in a semicondutor begin to interact and form delocalized, band-like states. For shallow

donors and acceptors in Si, this leads to the well-known insulator-to-metal transition,

which occurs when the impurity states broaden themselves and deform the conduction

band enough so that the two sets of states overlap [ – ]. e hope for making in-

termediate band devices by hyperdoping lies with impurities known to create energy

levels near mid-gap. If incorporating such impurities at high concentrations yields a siz-

able density of states between the conduction and valence bands without overlapping

either, these states could function as an intermediate band ².

A further critical question in this eld is whether an IBSC can ever achieve efficien-

cies approaching its theoretical potential. At issue is the assumption that it is possible

² ere is a surprising parallel to this effort in the eld of thermoelectrics where impurities have been
used to modify the band structure of materials in order to improve their thermoelectric gure of merit
[ ]. Unfortunately, despite considering a number of ideas during a long conversation, Eric Toberer and
I were unable to nd a way to apply the lessons of this thesis to his work.



to have an intermediate band that does not instantly equilibrate with either the conduc-

tion or the valence band. e standard theory of Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recom-

bination [ , ] suggests that including an intermediate band in a semiconductor

should always decrease the carrier lifetime. It has been argued, however, that the states

in the impurity band could be delocalized enough to invalidate the “localized state” as-

sumption of SRH theory [ ], which might in turn imply that the impurity band has,

relative to its density of states, a disproportionately small effect on photocarrier recom-

bination. e authors of Reference have even claimed to observe some evidence

of this effect [ ]. On the other hand, Jacob Krich has argued extensively against the

possibility that intermediate band devices could ever have larger than expected carrier

lifetimes [ , ]. According to Krich, a combination of Anderson localization at the

tails of disorded bands [ ] and phonon localization of delocalized states within any

intermediate band [ ] will ensure that recombination will proceed at least as fast as for

localized states of the same density. As was mentioned in Section . , this controversy

creates the need for accurate measurements of carrier lifetime in hyperdoped materials

such as those presented in that section.

While it is relatively obvious that a useful intermediate band should contribute a net

positive number of photocarriers by facilitating the excitation of electrons by sub-gap

light more than it accelerates the recombination of free eletrons and holes, Krich’s work

establishes that this need not be true for any particular materials system. It will thus be

necessary to search through a wide range of intermediate-band semicnductors in order

to nd candidate materials with useful contributions from their extra band. Hyperdop-

ing by ion implantation followed by nanosecond pulsed laser melting could potentially

be a rapid and low-cost method for synthesizing a wide-variety of intermediate band

semiconductors. Although the bandgap of silicon is substantially smaller than that of



the ideal intermediate band material [ ], it is both well-understood and monatomic,

making it a good test system for creating proof-of-concept fabrication procedures and

devices. A er reviewing the latest understanding of the effect of chalcogen hyperdop-

ing on the the band structure of silicon, this chapter reports two recent experiments

intended to adapt ion implantation and nanosecond pulsed laser melting of silicon to

the unique materials challenges of fabricating intermediate-band semiconductors.

. T

As it became clear that hyperdoped siliconmight be a useful material for IBSCs, the ob-

vious quesiton to ask was whether hyperdopingwith chalcogens, whichwas alreadywell

underway, could be used for this application. In order for this to be true, the chalcogen

atoms would have to create a band that is ) well-separated from the conduction and va-

lence bands and ) partially lled to allow transition into and out of it. Diagnosing the

nature of the energy states induced by chalcogen hyperdoping of silicon turned out to be

a substantial challenge because of the lack of precedent formeasuringmaterials doped to

this concentration. Too n-type for capacitive techniques and too broadly absorbing for

most sophisticated optical spectroscopies, silicon hyperdopedwith chalcogens required

a tailored characterization approach. In parallel to this thesis and using hyperdoped sil-

icon produced by its author, Mark Winkler and Joseph Sullivan of the Buonassisi group

and Elif Ertekin of Jeffrey Grossman’s group (also at MIT), led an effort to determine

the band structure of silicon hyperdoped with chalcogens.

Because, as was mentioned above, doping silicon to high concentrations with highly-

soluble shallow dopants leads to an insulator-to-metal transition, a natural rst exper-

iment was to check whether this ocurred in silicon hyperdoped with chalcogens as

well. Beginning with his Ph.D thesis and extending to later work, Mark Winkler used



Figure . : Plot of the conductivity of silicon hyperdoped with selenium derived from
Hall effect measurements using the sample geometry shown. Between . and . ×

Se/cm the material undergoes an insulator to metal transition evidenced by the
higher concentration sample’s constant conductivity down to K.



temperture-dependent Hall effect studies to show that that an insulator-to-metal transi-

tion does indeed occur in silicon hyperdoped with sulfur or selenium [ , , ]. His

data, some of which is shown in Figure . , established this result by demonstrating

that the conductivity of silicon hyperdoped with a sufficient concentration of chalcogen

atoms remained constant as the temperature was decreased to K. Somewhat unexpect-

edly, however, for both elements the critical doping concentration for the transition was

found to be roughly × /cm . is is nearly two orders of magnitude larger than

the concentration at which the insulator tometal transition occurs in silicon dopedwith

boron or phosphorous [ , ]. At concentrations slightly below the transition Win-

kler found signs of variable-range hopping transport [ ]; at lower concentrations he

observed carrier freeze-out with a donor level of roughy meV [ ]. While observing

an insulator-to-metal transition showed conclusively that the energy states associated

with the chalcogen atoms did indeed broaden, this set of experiments did li le to eluci-

date the induced density of states beyond establishing that the low-concentration donor

freeze-out energy is much smaller than the roughly meV one would expect from

substitutional monomers and more consistent with the energy levels observed from

multi-atom complexes [ , ].

In an a empt to measure the occupied density of states directly, Joseph Sullivan and

collaborators performed so X-ray emission spectroscopy³ on silicon hyperdoped with

sulfur [ ]. Although the difficulty of interpreting X-ray emission data for hyperdoped

silicon limits the scope of the conclusions that can be drawn from this experiment, Sul-

livan et al. arrived at a number of observations relevant to applying these materials to

IBSCs. ey found that ) sulfur creates occupied states at energies above the valence

band of silicon, ) there is a small but clear qualitative difference in the density of states

³Sullivan et al. did a empt X-ray absorption and photoemission spectroscopy to probe the unoccupied
density of states, but technical challenges have thus far stymied efforts to collect and interpret these results.



(broadening at high concentrations) between samples with concentrations above and

below the insulator-to-metal transition, and ) the distribution of states induced by the

sulfur at concentrations above the insulator-to-metal transition is broad enough that

some states might overlap the conduction band [ ].

Fromearly on, the featureless nature of thesematerials’ optical absorption (seeChap-

ter ) had led researchers to consider the possibility that chalcogen hyperdoping created

lled states that overlapped the conduction band. e lack of sub-gap photoresponse

(see Chapter ) strengthened this hypothesis since adding occupied states to the bot-

tom the conduction band could increase optical absorption without leading to the pro-

duction of harvestable photocarriers. Elif Ertekin’s theoretical analysis of silicon hyper-

doped with selenium put this hypothesis on a more rigorous footing while providing an

accurate prediction of the optical absorption seen in Figure . . As is shown in Figure

. , Ertekin calculated that selenium should create only lled states in silicon and that

those stateswill overlap the conduction band and thus cause a transition tometallic con-

duction at concentrations of roughly × cm . is cemented the understanding

that hyperdoping silicon with chalcogens was not in itself a route to a functional inter-

mediate band material.

Our emerging portrait of the band structure modi cations induced in silicon by

chalcogen hyperdoping (speci cally that such doping appears to lead to the formation

of a broad swath of lled states) has led to the proposal of the two strategies shown in

Figure . for using hyperdoping to create a partially lled intermediate band. In the rst

strategy, a single dopant that creates both a lled and empty level could be included in

sufficient concentration to broaden both levels to the point of overlapping, thus creating

a single partially lled band of states. In the second strategy, a deep donor, such as a



Figure . : Evolution of the insulator-to-metal transition in selenium-hyperdoped
silicon. Le column: the electronic density of states (referenced to the Fermi energy
EF) for a range of selenium concentrations, illustrating that the defect and conduction
bands merge at Se :Si . e y axis is uniform for all concentrations, and the DOS
is normalized so that each plot contains the same number of atoms; shaded regions
indicate occupied states at T = K. Middle column: charge density of the defect state
at the Γ point, plo ed on the Si ⟨ ⟩ plane. Increasing dopant concentration increases
interactions between neighboring defects, resulting in the eventual delocalization of
the defect state. Right column: the calculated absorption coefficient arising from both
direct optical transitions (for Se:Si) and free carrier absorption (for metallic Se:Si) in
comparison to pure silicon. e experimentally measured absorption coefficient for
Se :Si (≈ × Se/cm ) is reproduced from Figure . .



Figure . : Strategies for creating a partially-occupied intermediate band by hyper-
doping. Le : hypedoping with a dopant that, at low concentrations, creates both a
lled and an empty state could lead to a partially-occupied intermediate band a er

those states broaden at high concentrations. Right: Dopants, such as the chalcogens,
which create lled states can be used if they are compensated by an acceptor co-doped
into the material.



chalcogen, that creates only lled states could be partially compensated by a shallow

acceptor, such as boron, to create “inert” lled acceptor states and a partially occupied

intermediate band. is strategy could also be implemented with a shallow donor and

a deep acceptor. In all cases, care will need to be taken to ensure that concentrations

remain small enough thatmetallic conduction due to overlap of intermediate states with

the conduction or valence band does not cause an insulator to metal transition. e

remainder of this chapter will focus on recent advances in hyperdoping methodology

intended to facilitate the implementation of both strategies.

. C

An important aspect of IBSCs is the need to “block” the intermediate band from the

charge collecting electrodes to ensure that the open-circuit voltage is determined by

the largest energy gap of the intermediate band material. is can be accomplished by

sandwiching the intermediate band layer within a pn-junction or between a pn-junction

and a lightly-doped blocking layer, but requires that the heavily doped layer begin some

distance below the device’s surface [ ]. Although ion implantation and nanosecond

pulsed laser melting can produce single-crystal silicon with the requisite high doping

levels, these techniques have never been used to form buried hyperdoped layers. Here

we report a method for creating these previously inaccessible structures.

As discussed in Section . , models of laser melting and rapid resolidi cation, and

of dopant diffusion/evaporation in the melt, have been developed that can accurately

predict the post-solidi cation dopant pro le based on the as-implanted dopant pro le

[ , , ]. esemodels have revealed that surface evaporationof high vaporpressure

dopants such as sulfur and nitrogen can be signi cant during pulsed laser melting of



semiconductors [ , ]. While silicon is known [ ] to retain its native oxide during

nanosecond lasermelting, the effect of the native oxide on dopant evaporation has never

been probed. Here we demonstrate that removing the surface oxide prior to pulsed laser

melting signi cantly increases the surface evaporation rate of sul ur from the melt and

allows the formation of a buried hyperdoped layer.

μm thick double-side polished p-type silicon wafers with resistivity -

Ω-cm were ion implanted at room temperature with keV S+ to a dose of ×

ions/cm . Ion-implanted samples were then irradiated with one or four pulses from a

spatially homogenized, pulsed xenon chloride excimer laser ( nm, ns full width

at half maximum, ns pulse duration) with a square spot approximately × mm . A

uence of . J/cm was used for the one-pulse samples and for the rst three shots on

the four-pulse samples. . J/cm was used for the fourth shot to ensure that the nal

melt was the deepest. e details of the laser treatment can be found in section . and

it closely resembles that used in Sections . and . .

To test the effects of the native oxide on surface evaporation, some samples were

oxide-etched in hydro uoric acid for seconds to remove the native oxide no

more than hours before lasermelting. e time between etching andmeltingwas short

enough that we would expect the etched samples to have an oxide that is less than half

the thickness (roughly . nm) of that on the un-etched samples (roughly nm) [ ].

In addition, samples were melted in a variety of atmospheres: air, owing argon, and a

chamber evacuated and then back- lled with argon. Sulfur concentration depth pro les

of as-implanted and lasermelted samplesweremeasuredbydynamic secondary ionmass

spectrometry (SIMS) using a Cameca IMS- F instrument with a Cs+ primary beam.

e nal sulfur concentration pro les (as measured by SIMS) of samples melted in

the three atmospheres tested here were not noticeably different. us, the remainder of
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Figure . : Sulfur concentration depth pro le obtained by SIMS for a sample treated
with HF to remove the native oxide and then melted with a single laser shot. e
simulations shown use the best- t values of the diffusivity of sulfur in liquid silicon
( . × − cm /s) and diffusive velocity ( . m/s). e shaded region shows the sen-
sitivity of the simulation to changes in the surface evaporation velocity. For the lower
concentration limit the surface evaporation velocity is an order of magnitude greater,
and for the upper concentration limit an order of magnitude lower, than the best- t
value of . nm/s. e surface evaporation velocity of . nm/s, which leads to the
upper concentration limit, is the value obtained previously [ ] for a sample with a
mature native oxide but otherwise nominally identical to this one. e as-implanted
pro le is shown for comparison.



this sectionwill focus on the effects of etching away the native oxide. Figure . plots the

sulfur concentration pro les of as-implanted material and of an etched sample melted

with a single laser shot. Pointswithin nmof the surface are included for completeness,

but are of substantially higher uncertainty because they were collected before steady-

state spu ering conditions were reached during the SIMS measurement. Aside from

oxide removal, themelted sample received the same treatment as thosemeasured inRef-

erence . Nevertheless, it is clear from Figure . that the surface concentration of sul-

fur in the sample that underwent oxide removal is well below the value of × cm−

reported in that paper (cf. bothFigure . and their Figure ) [ ]. Figure . also shows

the results of simulations of the lasermelting and sulfur diffusion/evaporationprocesses.

e best t values (as determined by visual inspection) of the diffusivity, diffusive veloc-

ity, and surface evaporation velocity (analogous to the surface recombination velocity

of charge carriers) are . × − cm /s, m/s, and nm/s, respectively. e diffusivity

and diffusive velocity ts were performed over all samples, while the surface evaporation

velocity ts were performed separately for the -shot and -shot samples. While the dis-

crepancy in diffusivity between our result and the value of . × − cm /s reported

in Reference could conceivably be due to differences in the ion implanters used, it is

most likely the result of measurement uncertainty. is uncertainty could exist either in

the depth calibration of SIMS data by measuring the nal crater depth with stylus pro-

lometry or in the peak concentration because of the correction [ ] for secondary ion

counter dead-time (i.e. detector saturation) in the measurements reported in Reference

.

e shaded region in Figure . indicates the sensitivity of the simulated concentra-

tion pro les to different values of the surface evaporation velocity. As can be seen from

the gure, faster evaporation velocities lead to relatively small deviations toward lower
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Figure . : Sulfur concentration depth pro les and simulations for etched and un-
etched samples melted four times by consecutive laser shots. e simulations shown
use the best- t values of the diffusivity of sulfur in liquid silicon ( . × − cm /s)
and diffusive velocity ( . m/s). A constant surface evaporation velocity was assumed
for all four melting events.

surface concentration from the best- t pro le because the best- t velocity is fast enough

to reduce the surface sulfur concentration to nearly nil. Slower evaporation velocities,

however, lead to large deviations toward higher surface concentrations. A surface evap-

oration velocity of . nm/s (comparable to Reference ’s value of . nm/s) yields

a predicted surface concentration far greater than what is observed. is indicates that

etching the surface oxide causes a tenfold increase in the rate of surface evaporation rel-

ative to an un-etched sample.

Figure . compares data and simulations of the sulfur concentration pro les of sam-



ples pulsed laser melted four times with and without oxide removal. Etching the surface

oxide leads to an order-of-magnitude decrease in the surface sulfur concentration and

shi s the peak sulfur concentration deeper by more than nm. e sample whose ox-

ide was removed thus possesses a buried layer of hyperdoped silicon produced by ion

implantation and pulsed laser melting. e best ts for the surface evaporation veloc-

ity (assuming, for simplicity, the same value for all four melting events) for the etched

and un-etched samples are . nm/s and . nm/s respectively, once again demon-

strating a tenfold increase in the evaporation rate due to removal of the native oxide.

e value for the sample whose native oxide remained intact is consistent within exper-

imental error with Reference ’s value of . nm/s. Comparing this to the value for

the one-shot sample discussed above suggests that the surface evaporation velocity de-

creases with successive laser shots, possibly because of the growth of additional native

oxide at the elevated surface temperatures present for a few hundred nanoseconds a er

melting. A similar decrease in evaporation velocity between one-and four-shot samples

was reported previously [ ].

e technological implications of control over the surface evaporation rate are nu-

merous. Figures . and . indicate that the surface sulfur concentration can be lowered

to such an extent that counter-dopingwith boron [ ], for example, could easily yield a

fully-compensated or p-type surface with a buried hyperdoped layer similar to that used

in the rst impurity band photovoltaic cell [ ]. Furthermore, because of the easewith

which the surface oxide may be laterally pa erned, modulating surface evaporation rep-

resents a straightforward route to lateral control of the sulfur doping pro le.

We have demonstrated that etching the native oxide of silicon increases tenfold the

surface evaporation rate of sulfur during nanosecond pulsed laser melting. is simple

method for controlling surface evaporation greatly broadens the range of doping pro les



anddevices that can be fabricated using sulfur ion implantation andpulsed lasermelting.

As a demonstration, we have used this phenomenon to produce a buried layer of silicon

hyperdoped with sulfur.

. R -

Asdiscussed in Section . , a potential strategy for producing a useful intermediate band

in silicon is to incorporate a single dopant that creates both a lled and an empty level

near mid-gap at a concentration high enough that those two levels overlap to form a

single partially- lled band. e need for multiple mid-gap levels makes transition metal

impurities, long the enemy of silicon devices for the rapid recombination such energy

levels cause even at dilute concentrations, a potentially ideal choice [ , , ]. Here

we report the results of an a empt to hyperdope silicon with nine different transition

metals by using ion implantation followed by nanosecond pulsed laser melting.

Au−, Co−, Cr−, Cu−, Fe+, W+, Zn− and the natural isotopic mixes⁴

of Pd− and Pt− were implanted into silicon (p-type, , - Ω-cm) at the energies

and doses listed in Table . . ese elements were selected using Figure . as a guide

under the constraints of ion yield and ion source availability. Samples were melted with

one × mm pulse at . J/cm from a pulsed xenon chloride excimer laser using

the melting procedure described in Section . . In addition, samples of silicon (n-type,

, Ω-cm and p-type, , Ω-cm) implanted with Au− at keV to a dose of

/cm were melted with one × mm pulse at . J/cm from a frequency-tripled,

⁴A combination of low negative ion yields and the difficulty of mass selection at largemasses motivated
the experimental decision to use the natural range of masses for platinum and palladium.



Element Dose Energy Breakdown? cmax vD

Au × /cm keV yes × /cm m/s

Co × /cm keV yes < /cm ' m/s

Cr × /cm keV yes < /cm ' m/s

Cu . × /cm keV no < /cm ' m/s

Fe × /cm keV yes < /cm ' m/s

Fe × /cm keV no < /cm N/A

Fea × /cm keV no < /cm N/A

Pd . × /cm keV yes < × /cm ' m/s

Pt × /cm keV yesb < /cm ' m/s

W × /cm keV yesb < /cm ' m/s

Zn × /cm keV yes ≈ × /cm ≈ m/sc

a. is sample was pre-amorphized by silicon implantation at keV to a dose of × /cm .
b. e presenceof platinumand tungsten at these concentrations caused silicde formation in addition to cellular
breakdown.
c. Some trapped zincwas detectable slightly above the SIMSnoise oor of /cm . ough it was not possible
to t this data, it was used to derive an order of magnitude estimate of vD.

Table . : Summary of key experimental quantities and results for silicon implanted with
transition metals and then melted with a xenon chloride excimer laser as described in
the text. Dose and energy refer to the implantation parameters. Breakdown lists whether
cellular breakdown of the solidi cation front was observed in transmission electron mi-
crographs. cmax is the maximum incorporated concentration with the noise oor of SIMS
or RBS used as a bound if no incorporation could be detected. vD is the diffusive velocity
determined by ing concentration-depth pro les with the model described in the text
where possible (only for gold) and otherwise bounded using the model and the bound on
cmax.



Figure . : Plot of the energy levels due to dilute transition metal impurities in sili-
con. States which are occupied at K are shown as black circles, states which are un-
occupied at K are shown as white circles. e metals studied in this paper are high-
lighted. Boron, Indium, Sulfur, and Phosphorous are included for comparison. Ele-
ments were chosen to represent a variety of energy level con gurations while focusing
on impurities associated with one or more mid-gap levels. Manganese is shown twice
to re ect con icting reports in the literature. Figure courtesy of Mark Winkler using
data from Reference .



pulsed Nd:YAG laser ( nm, ns FWHM, ns total duration, ± % spatial inten-

sity variation) using an otherwise identical procedure. e maximum melt depths were

approximately nm for the excimer laser and nm for the Nd:YAG laser. Sam-

ples were examined by cross-section transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Select

samples were also imaged in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with an

electron backsca ering diffraction (EBSD) detector. Concentration depth pro les were

measured by rutherford backsca ering spectrometry (RBS) for iron and tungsten⁵ and

by secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) for all other elements. Where possible,

concentration-depth pro les were t using the model described in Sections . and .

assuming no surface evaporation.

As can be seen in Table . , which summarizes the results of characterization, two ef-

fects combined to disrupt hyperdoping with most of the metals studied. Cellular break-

downof the solidifcation front, awell-knownphenomenon inwhich local freezing-point

depression due to solute partitioning causes runaway ampli cation of small perturba-

tions to the solidi cation front, occurred for many of the samples studied [ – ]. A

key feature of cellular breakdown is the formation of dopant-rich walls between cells of

the host semiconductor. ese walls solidify more slowly than the surrounding mate-

rial and thus act as sinks for impurities. As an example of a typical cellular breakdown

morphology, Figure . shows electron micrographs of the sample implanted with

Fe+ /cm and then melted. Cell walls are clearly visible, indicating that a substantial

amount of dopant segregated to those regions. With diffusivities of the elements stud-

ied in liquid silicon on the order of − cm /s [ ] andmelt durations of roughly

ns, the diffusion length during solidi cation is approximately nm. From Figure .

⁵Iron’s atomic mass of prevents its detection in SIMS since it is obscured by the signal from the di-
silicon ion with the same mass. Tungsten concentration was measured by RBS as a ma er of convenience.



Figure . : Plan-view scanning electron microscope and cross section transmission
electron microscope images of silicon implanted with Fe+ /cm and melted
with a xenon chloride excimer laser as described in the text. e appearence of cell
walls in both images is clear evidence of cellular breakdown of the solidi cation front.
Note that the cross section reveals that cell walls extend to a depth of roughly nm,
which is less than the melt depth. cmax in Table . was always reckoned at depths be-
low the onset of breakdown.



it is clear that, at depths above the onset of breakdown, no part of the sample is more

than one diffusion length from a cell wall. Accordingly, it is impossible to approximate

the concentration of impurities trapped in the silicon between the cell walls from the

concentration of impurities measured below the onset of breakdown. us the values

of or bounds on cmax reported in Table . are reckoned at depths below the onset of

breakdown.

Large diffusive velocities, vD, posed a further challenge in fabricating silicon hyper-

doped with transitionmetals. e diffusive velocity is the keymaterial property govern-

ing the amount of solute partitioning during rapid solidi cation according to

k =
v
vD + ke
v
vD +

≈ v
vD

+ ke, v ≪ vD ( . )

in which k is the partition coefficient (i.e., the ratio of the solute concentration in the

solid to that in the liquid at the interface), ke is the partition coefficient at equilibrium⁶,

and v is the solidi cation velocity. In most samples studied, the diffusive velocity was

large enough that themaximumtrapped solute concentration, cmax, was below thedetec-

tion limit of the concentration depth pro ling techniques used. In addition to directly

curtailing solute trapping, large values of vD lead to a spike in solute concentration in the

liquid at the solidi cation front due to rapid solute partitioning at the liquid-solid inter-

face. is build-up of solute dramatically increases the probability of cellular breakdown

and is likely the main reason for the frequency with which breakdown was observed in

this study. Surprisingly, the values of vD reported here for nine elements never previ-

ouslymeasured⁷ are an order ofmagnitude ormore larger than all values of vD previously

⁶ke ≪ v/vD in any system in which hyperdoping can occur and so ke has been assumed to be negligible
when modeling dopant diffusion and segregation in this work.

⁷A study of platinum in silicon was conducted early in the history of pulsed laser melting, but focused
on depths above the onset of breakdown [ ].



reported for nanosecond pulsed laser melting of silicon [ , , , , ].

As can be seen in Table . , gold is the only element studied for which signi cant

hyperdoping could be demonstrated. Figure . shows a cross-section TEM image and

a concentration-depth pro le of the gold-doped sample described inTable . . It is clear

from the gure that a hyperdoped layer with thickness > nm formed below the

depth at which cellular breakdown began. Figure . plots a t using the simulation

described inSections . and . (assumingno surface evaporation) to the concentration

depth pro le for the melted material shown in Figure . . e diffusivity, D, of gold in

liquid silicon, t over this sample and the two described below, was found to be . ×
− cm /s. As shown in Table . , vD was found to be m/s. While this value of vD

is larger than that of any element hyperdoped into silicon previously, it is not so large as

to render hyperdoping impossible. is is fortuitous given Figure . , which indicates

that isolated gold impurities create the lled and empty midgap energy levels required

for the formation of a useful intermediate band.

Based on these promising results for gold in silicon, a preliminary effort was made

to produce a breakdown-free sample of silicon hyperdoped with gold by increasing the

solidi cation velocity to reduce the amount of solute segregation. In order to obtain an

increased velocity, the laser pulse durationwas reduced by a factor of ten (via the change

in melting laser discussed above) and the implant and melt depths were decreased by

more than a factor of two. Both of these changes were designed to increase solidi ca-

tion velocity by steepening the temperature gradient experienced by the sample to allow

more rapid rejection of heat from the melt. In addition, both and silicon were

tested since vD is known to be signi cantly smaller in silicon than in other orienta-

tions [ ].



Figure . : Concentration depth pro le and cross section transmission electron mi-
crograph of silicon implanted with Au+ /cm and melted with a xenon chlo-
ride excimer laser as described in the text. It is evident that gold was trapped in single-
crystal silicon at concentrations up to × /cm , more than two orders of magnitude
above the solid solubility limit, before the onset of breakdown. Note also the shape of
the concentration depth pro le in the breakdown region. e subsurface peak at the
abrupt beginning of a region of elevated concentration re ects the pa ern of impu-
rity enrichment of the cell walls and was common to all samples in which breakdown
occurred.
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Figure . : Concentration depth pro le and associated simulation t (performed
over depths below the onset of cellular breakdown) for the melted sample shown in
Figure . . See the text for a full description of the ing procedure.



(a) Silicon

(b) Silicon

Figure . : Cross-section transmission electron micrographs of silicon implanted
with Au− /cm and then melted with an Nd:YAG laser as described in the text.

e silicon is the bo om (dark grey) section of each image and was melted from the
top down. While the silicon shows no sign of defects, the silicon has a number
of stacking faults.



Figure . shows cross-section TEM images of the and samples implanted

with gold and melted with the Nd:YAG laser. While the sample was found by both

TEM and EBSD to be single-crystal and free of defects, stacking faults are clearly visible

in the material. e formationof stacking faults during the rapid solidi cationof

silicon is a well-known phenomenon at high solidi cation velocities [ , ]. Since

the stacking faults appear to have formed only near the maximum melt depth, in the

regionwhere the solidi cation velocity was the greatest, it may be possible to avoid their

formation by slowing solidi cation slightly in future samples. Otherwise, such defects

may render the material unsuitable for device applications.

Figure . plots the concentration depth pro les and the associated simulation ts

for the samples shown in Figure . . As described above,D = . × − cm /s. Sur-

prisingly, a good t to the data could not be obtained using vD = m/s. e best

t was instead achieved with vD = m/s. is discrepancy appears to be too large to

be due tomeasurement error alone. Although accounting for this unexpected three-fold

reduction in the partition coefficient is beyond the scope of this work, we note two ma-

jor processing differences between the two samples studied: the backgrounddoping

and laser pulse spatial and temporal pro les. It is possible that either of these could have

affected vD⁸. As expected, less segregation was observed in the sample. Although it

is unclear how much error the stacking faults introduced into the SIMS measurement,

ing under the assumption that their in uencewas negligible yields vD = m/s. is

three-fold decrease in the partition coefficient associated with the change in orientation

is consistent with results for other dopants in silicon [ ].

⁸ e temporal pro le of the laser pulse could also have in uenced the best- t value of vD by leading to an
unexpected error in the simulation of melting and solidi cation (described in Section . ) critical to ing
the nal concentration pro le. is simulation was tested extensively using the xenon chloride excimer
laser [ ], but has not been evaluated for use with the Nd:YAG laser used for these samples. An important
piece of future work will be to qualify experimentally the simulation codes for use with the Nd:YAG laser.
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Figure . : Concentration depth pro les and associated simulation ts for the sam-
ples shown in Figure . . See the text for a full description of the ing procedure.

e surface concentration peak is likely broadening by the SIMS instrument of the
gold segregated to the surface. Similar peaks appear for selenium and tellurium in Fig-
ure . .



Figures . a and . demonstrate that we have produced an approximately nm

thick layer of single-crystal silicon that is free of extended defects and hyperdoped

with gold to a concentration of roughly /cm , two orders of magnitude above the

solid solubility limit. Considering the substantial reduction in dopant segregation ob-

served relative to the sample shown in gure . , it may be possible to increase the con-

centrationof goldwithout inducing cellular breakdownmerely by increasing the implant

dose. If a further increase in concentration is desired, it could potentially be achieved

while avoiding the appearanceof stacking faults byusing samplesmiscut by a fewdegrees

from the orientation or by using silicon and slowing solidi cation slightly, per-

haps by heating the sample above room temperature prior to melting [ ]. One analy-

sis [ ] suggests that elements, such as gold, which create states nearmid-gap in silicon

should undergo aMo insulator to metal transition at a concentration of approximately

× /cm . In theory, observing band-like conduction in the states induced by gold

will require an impurity concentration above both theMo transition and the threshold

concentration for overlap between the lled and empty impurity levels. Such transport

experiments (similar to those described in Section . ) maymotivate the production of

samples with higher gold concentrations than those fabricated in this study.

Se ing aside the clear potential for future improvements to the hyperdoping proce-

dure described here, we have already produced silicon hyperdoped with gold to a con-

centration comparable to the sulfur concentration of the × S/cm implanted sam-

ples discussed in Section . . As can be seen in Figure . , at this doping level silicon

hyperdoped with sulfur displays a substantial change in optical properties. Accordingly,

the natural next step will be to characterize this new material using the ba ery of tech-

niquesdeveloped to study siliconhyperdopedwith chalcogens and to test it as a potential

active material for light detectors and photovoltaics.



6
Conclusion

T to use ion implantation and nanosecond pulsed

laser melting to engineer defects in silicon, an indirect-bandgap semiconductor,

that facilitate the use of this ubiquitousmaterial in optoelectronic applications for which

its unmodi ed band structure is not ideal. Chapter considered the use of point de-

fects as luminescence centers for light emi ing diodes and demonstrated an experimen-

tal procedure capable of high-throughput screening of the electroluminescent properties

of such defects. Chapter discussed the dramatic change in optical absorption observed



in silicon hyperdoped with chalcogens and reported the rst measurements of the opti-

cal absorption of suchmaterials for photon energies greater than the bandgap of silicon.

Chapter examined the use of silicon hyperdoped with chalcogens in light detectors

and concluded that while these devices display strong internal gain which is coupled

to a particular type of surface defect, hyperdoping does not lead directly to measurable

sub-gap photoconductivity. Chapter discussed the potential for silicon to serve as an

intermediate-band semiconductor and reported experimental progress on twoproposed

approaches for hyperdoping silicon so that it displays this highly desired but rarely ob-

served property.

In addition to the extensions to experiments discussed in this thesis that were pre-

sented in previous chapters, there are a number of opportunities for future studies that

emerge from a consideration of this work as a whole.

An important experimental development in Section . is the use of anNd:YAG laser

with a ns pulse duration for pulsed laser melting. As discussed in that chapter, this

laser’s shorter pulse duration facilitated more solute trapping and thus a greater degree

of hyperdoping than the xenon chloride excimer laser typically used. However, the co-

herence of theNd:YAG laser beammakes it much harder to homogenize than that of the

excimer laser. In the work reported here, the spatial intensity variation of the Nd:YAG

laser was acceptable, but it may be necessary to homogenize its beam to improve re-

producibility and surface quality in future melting applications. is may prove to be a

formidable undertaking.

Asdevicesmade fromnewhyperdopedmaterials, such as aredescribed inSection . ,

are produced and studied, it will be important to separate the effects of thematerial itself

from that of the device architecture. Even though the gain described in Sections . and

. may ultimately prove to be a desirable feature of hyperdoped silicon devices, it could



easily complicate the interpretation of spectral response data. Accordingly, establishing

control over the defects described in Section . in order both to suppress and create

them could be required for future work. It may be that the best device structure is free

of surface defects but harnesses the gain mechanism described in Section . by using a

metal-semiconductor-metal architecture such as that described in Reference [ ].

ere may also be an opportunity to combine some of the work described in Chap-

ters and . e band structuremodi cations that can be implemented by hyperdoping

neednot be limited touse inoptical absorption. eymaybe applicable to light emission

as well. It might be possible to append impurity states onto the bo om of the conduc-

tion band and the top of the valence band so that direct, radiative transitions can occur

between them. In this way, silicon could potentially be modi ed to display the lumines-

cent properties of a direct-gap semiconductor. is was onemotivation for the inclusion

of chromium in the study described in Section . . It was thought that it might serve as

a potential donor complement to the acceptor states created by indium, which is readily

hyperdoped into silicon [ ]. Even though chromium proved difficult to incorporate,

the overall idea may still be valid. If such a scheme is combined with techniques such as

those described in Section . for creating buried hyperdoped layers, itmay even be pos-

sible to improve luminescence by establishing quantum con nement to the hyperdoped

region.

e previous idea also begins to address the possibility of unexpected properties

emerging in silicon (or other semiconductors) hyperdoped with two elements at once.

Although this thesis has been limited to the study of silicon hyperdoped with a single

element, there is no fundamental reason for so restricting the range of possible ma-

terials. While the mechanism by which cellular breakdown of the solidi cation front

occurs would likely respond to the total amount of dopant regardless of species, this



limits but does not preclude the use of multiple doping elements. e co-doping route

to a useful intermediate band proposed in Section . is one example of two-element

hyperdoping, but it explicitly bets on a lack of unexpected properties. Systematic explo-

rations of single elements hyperdoped into silicon might thus be well-complemented

by broad, combinatorial experiments with multiple-element hyperdoping. Such studies

could both discover novel properties and interactions and establish pairs of dopants

that could be used in concert without interfering with each other.

Although silicon is o en considered to be a well-understood material with clearly

de ned bounds on its applicability, defect engineering by energetic beamprocessing has

the potential to grant silicon a range of new and useful properties. If this processing can

deliver on its promiseof tailorable andvastly improvedoptoelectronic properties, silicon

may prove to be one of the high-performance, multifunctional materials of the future, in

addition to being one of the great materials science achievements of the past.
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